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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 Property owner 3/5/2021 8:10 AM

2 Past resident of Frisco, current resident of Silverthorne. 3/4/2021 9:28 PM

3 Part time resident 3/4/2021 6:14 PM

4 work in Frisco 3/4/2021 4:41 PM

5 2nd homeowner 3/4/2021 4:36 PM

6 2nd homeowner 3/4/2021 4:14 PM

7 Second homeowner/part-time resident 3/4/2021 3:09 PM

8 Part time resident 3/4/2021 2:24 PM

9 Silverthorne resident, frequent Frisco visitor & shopper 3/4/2021 2:20 PM

10 Summit County inside Frisco (Frisco Heights) 3/4/2021 2:11 PM

11 2nd home owner 3/4/2021 2:09 PM

12 WORK IN FRISCO 3/4/2021 1:49 PM

13 Second Home 3/4/2021 1:09 PM

14 vacation home/short term rental owner 3/4/2021 1:06 PM

15 resident of Summit County Unincorporated 3/4/2021 1:04 PM

16 Non-resident 3/2/2021 7:53 PM

17 Part time resident 3/2/2021 6:48 PM

18 Second home owner, frequently here, never rent our home. 3/2/2021 3:30 PM

19 full time resident of Dillon 3/2/2021 9:35 AM

20 Live locally outside of Frisco 3/2/2021 9:25 AM

21 Part-time resident 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

22 Live between Breck and Frisco 3/2/2021 8:53 AM

23 SC resudent bordering Frisco 3/2/2021 8:08 AM

24 Resident of Dillon 3/2/2021 4:30 AM

25 Second homeowner 3/1/2021 11:16 PM

26 Second homeowner 3/1/2021 10:51 PM

27 STR owner 3/1/2021 10:27 PM

28 full time resident of Frisco Heights 3/1/2021 9:58 PM

29 county resident / TOF employee 3/1/2021 9:29 PM

30 2nd home 3/1/2021 9:07 PM

31 Owner & PT resident 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

32 2nd home owner w/ projects in Frisco 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

33 2nd homeowner 3/1/2021 8:46 PM

34 Summer visitor 3/1/2021 8:23 PM

35 Summit County resident 3/1/2021 8:19 PM

36 Licensed Business in Frisco 3/1/2021 8:00 PM

37 Second home owner 3/1/2021 7:41 PM
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38 Second home owner 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

39 2nd Home owner 3/1/2021 7:08 PM

40 Yearly visitor 3/1/2021 7:05 PM

41 2nd home owner 3/1/2021 6:51 PM

42 Own condo 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

43 Second Homeowner 3/1/2021 6:38 PM

44 Testing 3/1/2021 3:48 PM
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Q2 If you are a business owner, what is the general location of your
business?
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# OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY) DATE

1 na 3/5/2021 9:46 AM

2 far West end of Main 3/4/2021 9:42 PM

3 Not a business owner. 3/4/2021 9:28 PM

4 n/a 3/4/2021 6:18 PM

5 N/a 3/4/2021 6:14 PM

6 not a business owner 3/4/2021 5:00 PM

7 N/a 3/4/2021 3:09 PM

8 STR 3/4/2021 3:08 PM

9 NA 3/4/2021 2:44 PM

10 Realtor 3/4/2021 2:37 PM

11 Not an owner 3/4/2021 2:21 PM

12 Granite &6th 3/4/2021 1:48 PM

13 Not a business owner 3/4/2021 1:45 PM

14 Work out of my homw 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

15 Home 3/4/2021 1:11 PM

16 Streamside Lane and Meadow Drive 3/4/2021 1:06 PM

17 local enjoying Main Street and the town 3/4/2021 1:04 PM

18 Not a business owner 3/4/2021 1:03 PM

19 N/A 3/3/2021 1:48 PM

20 home 3/3/2021 12:35 PM

21 N/A 3/2/2021 7:53 PM

22 NA 3/2/2021 6:48 PM

23 Not a business owner 3/2/2021 1:13 PM

24 WORK FROM HOME 3/2/2021 1:03 PM

25 Granite St 3/2/2021 10:21 AM

26 Off Main Street 3/2/2021 9:57 AM

27 N/A 3/2/2021 9:53 AM

28 Not a business owner 3/2/2021 9:50 AM

29 Main Street 700 Block outside of Promenade 3/2/2021 9:46 AM

30 not applicable 3/2/2021 9:35 AM

31 Not a business owner 3/2/2021 9:25 AM

32 online business 3/2/2021 8:56 AM

33 Not a business owner 3/2/2021 8:53 AM

34 na 3/2/2021 8:48 AM

35 not owner 3/2/2021 8:22 AM

36 n/a 3/2/2021 8:08 AM

37 hospital 3/2/2021 8:00 AM
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38 Frisco Bay Marina (not really main) 3/2/2021 7:57 AM

39 n/a 3/2/2021 7:20 AM

40 Residence 3/2/2021 6:53 AM

41 Not a business owner 3/2/2021 5:28 AM

42 Not a business owner 3/2/2021 4:30 AM

43 Not owner 3/2/2021 12:05 AM

44 Not a business owner 3/1/2021 11:16 PM

45 Na 3/1/2021 10:27 PM

46 N/A 3/1/2021 9:58 PM

47 Retied 3/1/2021 9:20 PM

48 NA 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

49 Not business owner/resident only 3/1/2021 8:41 PM

50 Not a business owner 3/1/2021 8:38 PM

51 Church meeting at community center 3/1/2021 8:23 PM

52 NA 3/1/2021 8:19 PM

53 Local Residences 3/1/2021 8:00 PM

54 Na 3/1/2021 7:45 PM

55 N/A 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

56 N/A 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

57 Not an business owner 3/1/2021 7:08 PM

58 No 3/1/2021 7:05 PM

59 Home based business distributing through several retail outlets throughout the county 3/1/2021 6:54 PM

60 Handyman 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

61 Cross street 3/1/2021 6:51 PM

62 Arbnb 3/1/2021 6:49 PM

63 Home 3/1/2021 6:46 PM

64 Home based 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

65 NA 3/1/2021 6:44 PM

66 Private business 3/1/2021 6:43 PM

67 N/A 3/1/2021 6:37 PM

68 ten mile drive 3/1/2021 6:32 PM

69 An office run by fluffy dogs 3/1/2021 3:48 PM
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Q3 Do you want the Promenade to return for Summer 2021?
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# WHY? DATE

1 safe area to walk and ride. more community-oriented 3/5/2021 9:46 AM

2 Safer and helps restaurants. 3/5/2021 8:10 AM

3 Covid is ending time to move on 3/5/2021 4:28 AM

4 I think it isa great experience for our out of town guests. 3/4/2021 9:42 PM

5 It is a nice outdoor dining alternative. 3/4/2021 9:28 PM

6 To reestablish Frisco’s quaintness 3/4/2021 7:28 PM

7 Covid lingering 3/4/2021 6:39 PM

8 We felt that the Promenade promoted a sense of community during last summer. 3/4/2021 6:18 PM

9 Get folks on Main Street dining & shopping. 3/4/2021 6:14 PM

10 We are more than likely going to have limitations on indoor dining capacity well into the
summer. The additional seats that the Promenade allows for helps get us closer to what our
normal capacity is. The Promenade may be the only way we can financially survive 2021 after
the effects that Covid19 has had on our businesses.

3/4/2021 5:46 PM

11 Enjoy the opportunity to dine outside and enjoy the good weather. Helps local businesses and
they certainly need it after 2020.

3/4/2021 5:42 PM

12 WITH CHANGES——I POSSIBLY WOULD LIKE SOME FORMAT To help restaurants. IT
WAS HELL ON RETAIL AND PARKING.

3/4/2021 5:18 PM

13 I am on main street a lot as a customer of the establishments and I loved the feeling that the
promenade gave to the town. It seemed that the restaurants were busier as well and the
customers enjoyed the feeling of eating outside under the shadow of Peak 1.

3/4/2021 5:16 PM

14 Loved the experience last summer. Loved the extra outdoor dining and enjoyed less car traffic
on Main.

3/4/2021 5:00 PM

15 It's great for visitors... gives Frisco a small town feel. It was safe. 3/4/2021 4:51 PM

16 The promenade disrupts traffic flow too much. The parklets and some additional sidewalk
dining accomplish a similar purpose.

3/4/2021 4:46 PM

17 better atmosphere for shopping and dining 3/4/2021 4:41 PM

18 It was fun, created a great community feel, encouraged more outdoor time 3/4/2021 4:36 PM

19 I LOVED THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE PROMENADE LAST YEAR AND HEARD MANY
TOURIST ALSO SAY THEY REALLY ENJOYED BEING ABLE TO DINE OUTSIDE. I LIKED
HAVING THE BIKE LANE AND KEEPING THE BIKES OFF OF THE SIDEWALKS.

3/4/2021 4:26 PM

20 fun, interesting, engaging, 3/4/2021 4:21 PM

21 Thought it created a friendly welcoming environment. 3/4/2021 4:18 PM

22 Helps Frisco a great deal and makes me want to go to Main Street and play! 3/4/2021 4:08 PM

23 More space to enjoy outdoor eating and drinking. Not everyone will have been vaccinated (or
will ever be) against COVID-19. Walking along Main Street Frisco was much more enjoyable.

3/4/2021 3:28 PM

24 We always enjoy main street day or night in the summers, so having it car-less was an extra
draw. It was nice and relaxing, kids could ride bikes or run around while we grab a drink, etc.
Just more fun for the whole fam

3/4/2021 3:09 PM

25 makes the town pedestrian friendly 3/4/2021 3:08 PM

26 As a Frisco resident, I like being able to stroll down main street with my kids and not having to
worry about cars. I am not comfortable dining indoors and not sure if I will be this summer
either. I would be more likely to dine out if there was outdoor seating. As a manager of a real
estate office on Main Street, the promenade did not seem to affect us either way, so I am
neutral in that regard but I do think it makes people 'slow down' and spend more time in Frisco,
window shopping, etc. It certainly did not hurt us.

3/4/2021 3:07 PM
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27 Loved the environment it creates. Seems to make the town more friendly and laid back and
didn’t seem to hurt business at all. Otherwise Mainstreet is a thoroughfare for traffic coming
from I-70 heading to Summit Blvd. Mainstreet is not quaint when cars are loaded up on it.

3/4/2021 2:59 PM

28 I like the slow pace, it gave frisco a nice small town feel again. 3/4/2021 2:56 PM

29 This is a significant change in the use of Main St. that was necessary with the restrictions last
summer. It created much more traffic on side streets and negatively affected some businesses
substantially. While some businesses did well over the summer, the same happened in other
towns that did not close off their main road.

3/4/2021 2:44 PM

30 It provided a safe way for folks to be out and among people, but with social distancing. It also
was a lot of fun!

3/4/2021 2:44 PM

31 I felt it helped boost our sales. 3/4/2021 2:42 PM

32 Fun 3/4/2021 2:37 PM

33 One of the main reasons my family and I moved here last year. Such a welcoming atmosphere
and a great place to meet locals. Makes it very easy to travel from store to store. PLEASE
bring this back!!

3/4/2021 2:35 PM

34 Creates a place to walk and eat outside. 3/4/2021 2:35 PM

35 Loved the pedestrian zone! 3/4/2021 2:31 PM

36 It takes up valuable parking spots for my customers 3/4/2021 2:26 PM

37 Lack of parking 3/4/2021 2:26 PM

38 Fun, attractive to residents and visitors 3/4/2021 2:21 PM

39 COVID safety for eating, no car traffic means more leisurely walking, shopping 3/4/2021 2:20 PM

40 It makes Main St. even more quaint. 3/4/2021 2:11 PM

41 It was such a lovely time watching families stroll down Main Street. Kids riding bikes or roller
skating. So much outdoor dining. Music. Loved it

3/4/2021 1:52 PM

42 I feel there’s to much chaos with pedestrians, bikers, and cars all trying to share the road. It
created a more calming vibe.

3/4/2021 1:50 PM

43 People told me they avoided Frisco because parking was horrible and walking to businesses
on Main Street took too long compared to when Main St was open to traffic

3/4/2021 1:49 PM

44 It’s safer for people to be outside 3/4/2021 1:48 PM

45 Pedestrians and cyclists made driving home from work terrifying! Jaywalking, not stopping for
cross traffic, gathering in the road outside of the pedestrian areas....completely oblivious to
crossroads and cars(I live on the west end of town, FT)

3/4/2021 1:48 PM

46 Loved being able to walk around town and to have lots of options for outdoor seating! 3/4/2021 1:47 PM

47 I really liked the expanded space for seating and eating/drinking. And I especially liked the
abscence of traffic on main street

3/4/2021 1:45 PM

48 Lovely space during covid that feels safer than indoor options 3/4/2021 1:44 PM

49 Additional tables for restaurant. 3/4/2021 1:42 PM

50 It adds a lot to Main Street of the Rockies I think it attracts a lot of interest and makes the
downtown more vibrant and fun to visit!!!!!

3/4/2021 1:42 PM

51 It was pretty cool 3/4/2021 1:32 PM

52 It seemed to work and from what I understand the merchants were not impacted negatively to
the point where we saw stores and restaurants closing.

3/4/2021 1:30 PM

53 It was great to have people walking instead of driving too slow and gawking. We have a cool
Main Street. Take a walk. Driving through doesn't help.

3/4/2021 1:30 PM

54 Nice environment. Best to limit closure to Saturday, Sundays and Holidays. Please remember
that there are White lives and other colors in addition to Black Lives that matter.

3/4/2021 1:29 PM
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55 more outdoor seating for restaurants. 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

56 Feel like with restaurants going to blue shouldn’t need it. Also a pain to get around town 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

57 It would be acceptable to have it over certain periods of time say July 4th week and then
'Promenade Revisited' in the fall Aug 20 through Labor Day, but closing for the entire summer
seems unnecessary. It also puts all the traffic onto Granite which that corridor should not have
to bear and that street was not intended for.

3/4/2021 1:23 PM

58 It was popular with the public & brought a lot of foot traffic to area businesses in a safe way 3/4/2021 1:22 PM

59 Kept people spread out and COVID spread is not over. I think it will be nice even without
COVID.

3/4/2021 1:17 PM

60 however, if this affects other businesses in a negative way then we are not in support of it.
Maybe just the parkletts? we do want bbq challenge.

3/4/2021 1:17 PM

61 I like the increase ability to walk and bike to town. 3/4/2021 1:11 PM

62 It's awesome 3/4/2021 1:11 PM

63 Supports businesses and community 3/4/2021 1:09 PM

64 I would like to see it exist only on the weekends 3/4/2021 1:08 PM

65 The idea of a promenade suggests a people oriented environment. A welcoming town of
Frisco.

3/4/2021 1:08 PM

66 I enjoy the outdoor walking mall for the restaurants and stores. 3/4/2021 1:07 PM

67 Feel safer outdoors and want to support local businesses. 3/4/2021 1:06 PM

68 Love it! We like to walk everywhere and the promenade really makes it fun. 3/4/2021 1:06 PM

69 It's a good idea, but you policed it poorly, making me stay away from Main Street all summer.
People drinking outside barriers, poor mask control. Do a better job, and I'm all for it.

3/4/2021 1:05 PM

70 Frisco is so quaint and inviting. The promenade with the views on each end is the best 3/4/2021 1:04 PM

71 Traffic concerns with other outlying construction projects in and around town happening this
summer.

3/4/2021 11:01 AM

72 It is a great way to enjoy a dining experience that I wouldn't otherwise get to experience since
we are still trying to be careful with COVID.

3/4/2021 6:34 AM

73 It was nice to see more people hanging out outside and slowing down a little. A great
opportunity for live music and performances and an excellent locals gathering area

3/3/2021 1:48 PM

74 good for most business fun 3/3/2021 12:35 PM

75 Traffic is the main reason. There is no benefit for businesses that aren't part of the promenade. 3/3/2021 11:04 AM

76 I thought that prioritizing foot traffic over vehicle traffic and allowing businesses to utilize the
sidewalk and street created a more inviting and enjoyable atmosphere on Main St. I honestly
hope that the promenade continues well after the pandemic is over.

3/2/2021 11:18 PM

77 Creates traffic problems and unfair to businesses not on promenade 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

78 I think the park lets are working well 3/2/2021 8:54 PM

79 I believe, if dressed up, it will become a significant draw for Frisco's Main Street 3/2/2021 8:53 PM

80 Love the vibe, expanded outdoor patios and music 3/2/2021 8:50 PM

81 Part of what makes Frisco unique. Fosters an increased sense of community. 3/2/2021 7:53 PM

82 So much fun! Very Enjoyable Atmosphere!❤ 3/2/2021 7:35 PM

83 If it benefits the businesses on Main St 3/2/2021 7:23 PM

84 Great outdoor vibe and more seating at restaurants. 3/2/2021 6:48 PM

85 Difficult to get for retail shop only good for restaurants. Could make main street one way & 3/2/2021 6:30 PM
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then you’ll accomplish both with easy parking & increased foot traffic.

86 Although Parking is a serious issue, that needs to be better addressed!!! - the Promenade did
create a Festive and welcoming atmosphere along with “Parent Relief”, which everyone
desperately needs under all of the difficulties imposed on them by the Pandemic

3/2/2021 5:53 PM

87 With or without COVID, it gives the town an even-better vibe. 3/2/2021 5:40 PM

88 Very nice to walk down main. 3/2/2021 4:03 PM

89 The traffic that the promenade brought saved our business last summer. Having tables outside
where people felt comfortable and safe was amazing. The revenue we made helped us get
through the more difficult winter months with limited capacity inside. From what I heard from
tourists and locals, people were pleased with the promenade and traveled here for the event. It
was awesome for everyone! Please bring it back

3/2/2021 3:43 PM

90 I think it adds a festive and unique atmosphere to main street, a unique venue. 3/2/2021 3:30 PM

91 sense of community, no cars, great atmosphere. something else to do and stay COVID safe.
great economic driver.

3/2/2021 3:21 PM

92 It was absolutely great for social distancing, children and families could explore more with safe
conditions. Also helped businesses with extra space for guests.

3/2/2021 3:06 PM

93 family friendly, environmentally friendly, bike friendly 3/2/2021 2:53 PM

94 I loved walking up and down the street without cars and enjoyed more outside dining. 3/2/2021 2:01 PM

95 My business needs street access by vehicle. 3/2/2021 1:49 PM

96 I think it gives business owners a safer way of operating. Especially the local restaurants
owners.

3/2/2021 1:32 PM

97 Main Street should be for pedestrians, shoppers, people dining outside and listening to live
music. Don't waist space on parked cars! Also please no bike path in the middle. Bikers can
walk their bike.

3/2/2021 1:18 PM

98 It was a fun way to see the community gather on main street! It was great that the restaurants
had space to spread their customers out.

3/2/2021 1:17 PM

99 Parking necessary for revenue generation. Last year I had to ride my bike to work. 3/2/2021 1:13 PM

100 It was safe, and had a great community feeling about it. We shopped more and ate out more
because of it.

3/2/2021 1:13 PM

101 The impact of redirecting traffic and parking on the rest of the town was not worth it. It was a
huge hassle for residents. While I could see the test trial for it in 2020, I don't think it will be
necessary for 2021 as things open back up. There is a reason that Main Street is a "main"
street. It was designed for traffic and parking and is not designed as a promenade. I know your
thinking about businesses, which is our bread and butter, but you need to take into account the
convenience and comfort of your residents as well, and I don't think we should be made to pay
the price a second time. The people are still coming regardless.

3/2/2021 1:10 PM

102 WITHOUT SPECIAL EVENTS IT ADDS ENERGY TO OUR COMMUNITY 3/2/2021 1:03 PM

103 Great experience with people enjoying walking main street and eating outside. Also great for
business.

3/2/2021 12:47 PM

104 Increase foot traffic into businesses 3/2/2021 12:39 PM

105 It is a nice way for visitors to enjoy Main Street without worrying about cars driving, backing up
or into parking spots. It was very liked by many guests and locals last year.

3/2/2021 12:34 PM

106 It was a very nice community feel that brought everyone together with appropriate space. It
made Frisco feel like a community even when we couldn't be around each other.

3/2/2021 12:16 PM

107 I think it is in general a nice atmosphere that plays into Frisco's reputation as an "Outdoor"
destination.

3/2/2021 12:04 PM

108 Although I just moved to Main Street in December. I as a resident of frisco know that people
loved it last year!!!

3/2/2021 11:46 AM
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109 I thought it made a much more festive atmosphere. I also perceived a safer, more pedestrian
friendly environment.

3/2/2021 11:35 AM

110 Folks are more comfortable eating outside during the pandemic. 3/2/2021 11:26 AM

111 It killed my sales. It looked lovely, people really enjoyed it, it was festive, really added to the
town ambiance but KILLED my sales. I can’t believe people are too lazy to shop if they can’t
park in front but apparently that’s the problem??? Thanks for asking.

3/2/2021 10:52 AM

112 There are 2 blocks in either direction before you get to our shop. We had a lot of customers
want to run in and get items they saw on Instagram but didn’t want to walk that far to get one
item especially if it was raining. I saw a lot of traffic at restaurants near the end of town and
the further up you walk the quieter it gets

3/2/2021 10:48 AM

113 Less vehicle traffic, more pedestrian traffic 3/2/2021 10:34 AM

114 Traffic concerns given the Hwy 9 project. A return to normalcy with wide vaccine adoption
allows restaurants to have more inside seating. I support the parklets giving them outdoor
options though.

3/2/2021 10:21 AM

115 Love the openness and made town feel more friendly 3/2/2021 10:10 AM

116 feels safer. I won't go inside to eat. COVID needs more time and vaccinations to feel safe
again. I also love the cars OFF main street- love the ped and bike feel.

3/2/2021 10:09 AM

117 businesses have planned their existence based on being on main street with drive up traffic,
taking that away because the promenade looks and feels nice isn't a valid reason. safety -
pushing traffic to granite made it a speedway with people running the stopsigns all the time.
my family and i were almost hit many times trying to drive/walk/bike in what was a safe area
before. not needed-if restaurants can open at 50% and people can take their masks off, surely
it is safe for people to shop stores with their masks on. additional capacity in restaurants will
help them as well.

3/2/2021 10:06 AM

118 It provided a great way for people to social distance and was a nice addition last summer. 3/2/2021 10:03 AM

119 I liked the feel of Main St 3/2/2021 9:58 AM

120 Health benefits for residents and visitors, maximizes restaurants and store fronts for additional
seating/inventory, therefore, hopefully the hiring of more staff for their businesses. Look and
feels much better than vehicles occupying Main Street

3/2/2021 9:57 AM

121 More outdoor seating and gathering spaces, less cars 3/2/2021 9:55 AM

122 It brought so much life to main street in an otherwise sad year. Being able to safely visit our
businesses and contribute to the local economy was a major boost this town needed. I Loved
going to the Promenade for lunch, happy hour and shopping! Would love to do that again this
summer! The promenade allowed for out businesses to thrive in a challenging time. On be half
of our small local businesses, I hope council decides to bring this promenade back.

3/2/2021 9:53 AM

123 more room for people to be spread apart 3/2/2021 9:52 AM

124 Loved it last year 3/2/2021 9:50 AM

125 1. Social Distancing won't be as necessary and you will see a whole different atmosphere on
Main Street than during a pandemic promenade. Think Frisco BBQ everyday. 2. Most people
will be like partying in the streets so you will be effectively doubling or tripling the revenue of
restaurants and bars within the promenade while reducing the revenue of businesses outside of
the promenade. 3. Traffic and speeding on Galena and Granite was out of control and will be
even worse with the 8th Street roundabout construction 4. Retailers within the promenade
weren't as supportive as residents and restaurants within the promenade and I think their
voices were drowned out by a need for the promenade last year but they should be listened to
this year.

3/2/2021 9:46 AM

126 Drew many people 3/2/2021 9:45 AM

127 Safety...festive...friendly 3/2/2021 9:37 AM

128 It was interesting and festive 3/2/2021 9:35 AM

129 I have mixed thoughts. If the county is still requiring distancing and limited occupancy, then
YES. It will help the restaurants for sure. If occupancy is back to normal (probably won't be),

3/2/2021 9:30 AM
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then I think it's more beneficial to have traffic through main street so visitors can see all the
businesses as they drive through. It gives more parking. It relieves the Granite Street
congestion.

130 Adds a nice level of community although I have my concerns about the GAP project causing
issues if Main Street is closed off.

3/2/2021 9:25 AM

131 Main Street activation, more outdoor space for businesses 3/2/2021 9:07 AM

132 It just makes strolling on the street and shopping so safe and pedestrian friendly. 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

133 just use the 'Parklets" in place, we need traffic circulation on Main Street 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

134 Only if the businesses affected agree to the 2021 return. i.e. Does the Promenade help or hurt
them? These businesses should be the ones whose votes matter most.

3/2/2021 8:56 AM

135 I thought it brought back some of the small town charm of Frisco. Great to meet friends there 3/2/2021 8:53 AM

136 1. Parking problems along streets that bisect Main 2. Lack of enforcement of visitors grossly
violating traffic laws...on bikes/in vehicles. 3. Poor signage directing parking locations. 4.
Visitors and locals using 4th/Creekside drive to avoid Main Street. Higher traffic counts, high
rates of speed, ZERO enforcement. 5. The Promenade lacks any semblance of community,
perhaps C-19 had a lot to do with this, but overall it felt very much about visitors. If it returns,
there definitely needs to be a neighborhood feel to at least a portion of the experience.

3/2/2021 8:48 AM

137 Best strategy for unknown course of covid-19 3/2/2021 8:22 AM

138 Allowed us to safely serve more patrons. 3/2/2021 8:21 AM

139 Great safe gathering location. Great vibe and WONDERFUL support of local businesses 3/2/2021 8:08 AM

140 Enhances the charm of Frisco main street. No cars works well. 3/2/2021 8:00 AM

141 It made for an enjoyable experience and a safer bike ride for lunch breaks. I also had
confidence in giving customers suggestions on which restaurants to visit after their kayak
tours. I think still this summer I won’t recommend any restaurant that don’t have ample outdoor
seating due to Covid. I usually ride my bike to the post office, but knowing the road was
blocked off encouraged me to use my bike if I was feeling lazy or needed to carry a large
amount of things. Pedestrian congestion or travel seemed to be more enjoyable for everyone
walking around too.

3/2/2021 7:57 AM

142 It’s great exposure for businesses to have people walking up and down Main Street 3/2/2021 7:36 AM

143 iI really love the idea and supporting the businesses, but the traffic congestion it caused on
Granite street is not worth the tradeoff. If there was a more comprehensive plan to handle
traffic I might be more in favor.

3/2/2021 7:20 AM

144 It looked junky and pushed parking and truck traffic into residential neighborhoods. 3/2/2021 7:19 AM

145 I feel it makes the downtown area special and gives it a European feel. I think it will attract
more visitors yet give everyone more room to navigate and enjoy our ery

3/2/2021 7:07 AM

146 Safe, offers more cultural opportunities, general social meeting area. 3/2/2021 6:53 AM

147 It's nice to walk down the middle of Main St and not have to be concerned about traffic. It's
more people friendly.

3/2/2021 6:29 AM

148 Honestly, you should make it permanent. 3/2/2021 5:28 AM

149 I really enjoyed the promenade. And it felt safer for pedestrians. 3/2/2021 4:30 AM

150 I thought it was cute and unlike Breck’s promenade, I never felt it impeded town traffic or
parking. It was actually really nice and we enjoyed hiking down the middle and also the outdoor
dining areas. I think some businesses did really well having the extra space and pedestrian
traffic.

3/2/2021 1:30 AM

151 More traffic More sales Create community Create unique concept to local and travelers 3/2/2021 12:14 AM

152 More welcoming community environment. 3/2/2021 12:06 AM

153 Enjoyed the outdoor space and having more room with covid 3/2/2021 12:05 AM
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154 Because our visitors come from all over the world and I’d rather they stay outside as much as
possible.

3/1/2021 11:30 PM

155 Good for the town’s economy 3/1/2021 11:06 PM

156 Granite Street is not designed to handle the increased traffic. If it had pedestrian crosswalks
and more 4-way stop intersections it perhaps could be made safer.

3/1/2021 11:04 PM

157 only if you can better manage traffic on granite street 3/1/2021 10:57 PM

158 The foot traffic was great for my business and the promenade allowed for visitors to causally
stroll down Main St as they were able to enjoy the small town feel that our great town has to
offer

3/1/2021 10:52 PM

159 Allow more room for businesses to provide a safe environment 3/1/2021 10:51 PM

160 Great atmosphere and fun environment! 3/1/2021 10:48 PM

161 neighborhood feel to the community with the open space that is only for walking 3/1/2021 10:34 PM

162 We Love the Promenade. I would love to see it be a long term change. It was so great to have
additional outdoor seating (even during non Covid years) and I think it attracts more people to
frisco Main Street

3/1/2021 10:27 PM

163 slowed down my potential walk in/by traffic. no where to park for people just wanting to walk
around town. Only really those who want to eat stopped and came down the street

3/1/2021 10:19 PM

164 Most of my business is drive up and go, not meandering down the street. 3/1/2021 10:17 PM

165 Seems like a win for the restaurant. If the parking isn’t a problem that has no solution 3/1/2021 9:59 PM

166 Having more pedestrians felt like a crafts fair, farmers market, all good. 3/1/2021 9:58 PM

167 It seemed busy. I’d be willing to hear why people didn’t like it though, especially from business
owners.

3/1/2021 9:48 PM

168 It was great having more room to walk through the streets and find restaurants. Loved eating
outside!

3/1/2021 9:48 PM

169 Gets people out of their vehicles, better for environment 3/1/2021 9:46 PM

170 Too much traffic on Granite and Galena streets. Takes away parking on Main Street and
diverts it onto residential streets.

3/1/2021 9:40 PM

171 I love being outside as often as possible and found it wonderful to have so many outdoor
dining options last summer.

3/1/2021 9:33 PM

172 would rather dine outside during the summer 3/1/2021 9:29 PM

173 Enjoyed it last year 3/1/2021 9:20 PM

174 It was a great atmosphere and added some great capacity 3/1/2021 9:14 PM

175 I am much more comfortable with outdoor than indoor dining 3/1/2021 9:07 PM

176 It looks great and our guests say it makes the town look unique 3/1/2021 9:02 PM

177 It was not a large inconvenience from a driver/traffic perspective and I felt it offered other
businesses access to foot traffic that is usually dominated by the well known businesses

3/1/2021 9:00 PM

178 If this helps businesses stay afloat yes 3/1/2021 8:58 PM

179 It brought a community vibe to our town and it was great for businesses. 3/1/2021 8:58 PM

180 I loved it last year ! 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

181 SO nice not worrying about traffic. Found shop I didn't know about. Loved meals on the street. 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

182 Enhanced the Main Street experience. 3/1/2021 8:53 PM

183 It depends on many factors. COVID-19 cases are declining, more people are getting
vaccinated, Summit County Public Health orders will probably go to a lower level ( Blue Level).
We don't know what CDOT plans to do. If they close the east end of Main St. for their project

3/1/2021 8:51 PM
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that will be a huge blow to Main St. businesses. This possibility of the Promenade has far
more complications than last year of "let's create a safe place" for people to gather and eat.
People are tired of the mask, social distancing. Businesses are on the front line daily trying to
keep people safe and our businesses open. If it is decided to have the Promenade again
additional planning of traffic flow (esp. with CDOT's impact) and enforcement of parking, mask
wearing and social distancing must be put in place. There needs to be designated staff on
Main St. to enforce the health orders. Let's not close off a few blocks to encourage a party
atmosphere and leave the business owners to take the blunt end of COVID fatigue behavior. If
the last week is any indication with the folks here on spring break, we are going to be in for a
challenging summer.

184 Great energy...great outdoor dining and people watching...it got us outside supporting Main
Street businesses much more than we would have otherwise...even if there weren't a
pandemic. Let the cars use the other streets!

3/1/2021 8:47 PM

185 It’s an easy way to encourage community, camaraderie, and safety on what is likely to still be
a highly uncertain operating environment.

3/1/2021 8:45 PM

186 Colorado has great weather and Frisco has beautiful mountain views and I’ve always thought it
was a shame that there wasn’t more outdoor dining in Frisco prior to Covid. I think it’s
something that should stay! It also makes the main street more walkable and that’s appealing

3/1/2021 8:41 PM

187 It's festive, and draws more people. 3/1/2021 8:41 PM

188 It was a great way to bring more foot traffic to the area and really made it brighten the hard
times we were experiencing.

3/1/2021 8:38 PM

189 It saved my business in 2020 3/1/2021 8:37 PM

190 It’s nice to be able to walk down Main Street instead of having hundreds of cars around 3/1/2021 8:25 PM

191 Easy access to business 3/1/2021 8:23 PM

192 It was a safe way to enjoy frisco businesses 3/1/2021 8:19 PM

193 Brings a cozy small town feeling 3/1/2021 8:13 PM

194 Pedestrian malls get people out of their cars and on the sidewalks and, in this case, in the
street where they can browse, shop, and mingle.

3/1/2021 8:06 PM

195 It was a great way to encourage ppl to slow down and look around the businesses 3/1/2021 8:02 PM

196 Financial security and public involvement in community 3/1/2021 8:00 PM

197 The ability to walk down mainstreet is great and I think it brings a nice sense of community. 3/1/2021 7:59 PM

198 I thought it was nice to see folks sitting and relaxing all over Main Street. 3/1/2021 7:53 PM

199 I want to be able to eat outside with many choices. 3/1/2021 7:47 PM

200 I think Frisco should have done this years ago. No traffic on Main Street makes is a safe and
enjoyable experience for pedestrians.

3/1/2021 7:45 PM

201 It created a fun community feeling. 3/1/2021 7:42 PM

202 Loved the expanded out door seating and live music 3/1/2021 7:41 PM

203 It only benefits restaurants. 3/1/2021 7:38 PM

204 Love the safety of it and the personal feeling. 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

205 Provided a sense of community, fun activities and a way to stay safe. 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

206 created a friendly and casual environment to enjoy the businesses and gatherings on main
street. very similar to european towns.

3/1/2021 7:32 PM

207 It provides more opportunities for dining, helped the restaurants, allowed more outdoor dining 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

208 My family loves outdoor dining. 3/1/2021 7:28 PM

209 It was a great fun atmosphere. Everyone prefers sitting outside when they can. We didn’t have
to worry about traffic & parking was sufficient on the side streets.

3/1/2021 7:28 PM
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210 I thought it really allowed for a wonderful dining and walking experience 3/1/2021 7:27 PM

211 because it was cool. (also had no effect on my business). 3/1/2021 7:26 PM

212 No need for it - everything should be fully open in June. Enough catering to the restaurants -
spend money on events instead

3/1/2021 7:25 PM

213 Enjoy the outdoor dining and active street life. 3/1/2021 7:22 PM

214 less pedestrian traffic interaction 3/1/2021 7:16 PM

215 Loved it 3/1/2021 7:15 PM

216 It's nice to sit outside. Also, I can walk to Main Street so parking isn't a concern for me. Just
please continue to have the cross streets (4th, 5th, etc.) open so we can easily get from one
side of Main Street to the other.

3/1/2021 7:11 PM

217 Because other businesses like lodging don’t get featured like the restaurants. Frisco is a town
full of many different type businesses. All businesses should be accessible!

3/1/2021 7:08 PM

218 I think it’s a great way to showcase Main Street 3/1/2021 7:06 PM

219 It was so nice not to dodge cars going up and down the street, and it was just way more
enjoyable.

3/1/2021 7:05 PM

220 Safer... love the outdoor dining... good for businesses in case virus arises once more 3/1/2021 7:04 PM

221 It felt safe 3/1/2021 7:04 PM

222 It increases foot traffic. 3/1/2021 7:00 PM

223 We loved it. We had so much fun eating and having drinks outside. We really want the
Promenade to come back every year, regardless of COVID.

3/1/2021 6:58 PM

224 Was quite festive last year 3/1/2021 6:58 PM

225 As a local, we enjoyed the pedestrian community on Main St, less traffic going THRU Main St.
More foot traffic increased shopping and hanging out on Main St.

3/1/2021 6:57 PM

226 There are way too many cars coming into this small mountain town. It's nice to be able to walk
up and down Main Street and have space to mingle and meet.

3/1/2021 6:54 PM

227 Nice to see my friends again for coffee 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

228 Love the vibe. This summer will be even better. And safer 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

229 Businesses in other areas are disadvantaged 3/1/2021 6:51 PM

230 Because it is a unique way to attract consumers 3/1/2021 6:46 PM

231 It feels to me like Frisco is a better more vibrant town when there is a space dedicated for
pedestrians and bikes. If My opinion counts for anything, make main st pedestrian
permanently

3/1/2021 6:45 PM

232 Traffic issues 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

233 Modified to let traffic go through though. Louisville has been doing that for eons - check them
out

3/1/2021 6:44 PM

234 It really was a lovely feature, and welcomed guests all around to spread out, but also looked
really nice with the flowers and lights

3/1/2021 6:44 PM

235 The increase of traffic on Granite as it becomes the primary corridor through town. Consider
closing at 6th and directing traffic to Galena in addition to Granite.

3/1/2021 6:44 PM

236 Great opportunity 3/1/2021 6:43 PM

237 People linger on the promenade and easily cross back-and-forth from one side to the other. I
think it increases pedestrian traffic for the businesses

3/1/2021 6:42 PM

238 Good distinction for Frisco business 3/1/2021 6:41 PM

239 It was a pleasant surprise last summer, numbers remained the same without all the special 3/1/2021 6:39 PM
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events closing main street for 2 dead days either side of events.

240 Loved it , should be bigger from 7th to 1st 3/1/2021 6:39 PM

241 Helpful for walk up business. 3/1/2021 6:39 PM

242 It is awesome! 3/1/2021 6:38 PM

243 Its great to see the vibe going on! 3/1/2021 6:37 PM

244 It impacted traffic and parking on the side streets of Frisco and changed accessibility for not
only tourists but for locals as well. It really seemed to benefit the restaurants but not retail.
Parking is already challenging in Town and this escalated the situation during peak summer.

3/1/2021 6:37 PM

245 It was festive and fun. A good place for locals as well as tourists. The parking loss didn’t seem
significant...

3/1/2021 6:37 PM

246 It offered a tremendous sense of community. Besides that, it helped folks not from our area
feel very comfortable.

3/1/2021 6:35 PM

247 Love the feel of the town!! 3/1/2021 6:34 PM

248 Provides a safe and fun place to visit that supports our local businesses. 3/1/2021 6:34 PM

249 I believe people want to be outside more than ever before. If the Promenade can allow more
dining outside while hopefully allowing maximum dinning inside the establishments, this will
allow businesses to maximize revenues while offering the best experience to the public.

3/1/2021 6:33 PM

250 The energy last summer was amazing and I know we can bring it back even cooler this year!!! 3/1/2021 6:33 PM

251 I really enjoyed the outdoor social aspects and lack of cars on Main St. 3/1/2021 6:32 PM

252 To provide a social distanced environment that feels more like a festival is right for Main Street
and Frisco.

3/1/2021 6:30 PM

253 It was neat. 3/1/2021 3:48 PM
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Q4 What components did you like about the Promenade in Summer 2020?
Answered: 274 Skipped: 31
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Outdoor dining. 3/5/2021 8:10 AM

2 Nothing 3/5/2021 4:28 AM

3 It expanded the outdoor seating for restaurants that were severally impacted by covid and
restrictions on indoor seating

3/4/2021 9:42 PM

4 The atmosphere. 3/4/2021 9:28 PM

5 Just feels like a great place to be and live! 3/4/2021 8:32 PM

6 General sense of community 3/4/2021 7:28 PM

7 Outside only. 3/4/2021 6:39 PM

8 Outdoor dining and promoting strolling down Main street. 3/4/2021 6:18 PM

9 Provided businesses extra space to accommodate customers. 3/4/2021 6:14 PM

10 Safe for kids to be downtown 3/4/2021 5:49 PM

11 ALL!! I loved it. I loved the lights, the way each business was able to define their space and
the guests absolutely loved being outside and having the expanded seating allowed for more
guests to enjoy outdoor dining. This is especially important for those of us with a limited
outdoor dining area.

3/4/2021 5:46 PM

12 Just being outdoors, and the space allowed 3/4/2021 5:43 PM

13 Outside dining; friendly atmosphere 3/4/2021 5:42 PM

14 Vitality and restaurant aide. Outside dining. 3/4/2021 5:18 PM

15 Bringing the restaurants out into the street. I did not feel that parking was an issue either. I
always found a spot.

3/4/2021 5:16 PM

16 Listed above in question 3 3/4/2021 5:00 PM

17 Everything 3/4/2021 4:51 PM

18 Outdoor dining. 3/4/2021 4:46 PM

19 no cars, ease of dining out 3/4/2021 4:41 PM

20 Dining outside, walking and biking through main street 3/4/2021 4:36 PM

21 OUTDOOR DINING, THE LIGHTS, THE BIKE LANE, OURDOOR MUSIC 3/4/2021 4:26 PM

22 the streets wide open, no cars 3/4/2021 4:21 PM

23 Tables in the street for outdoor dining and enjoying music. Loved that there was live music on
every street. Felt festive but very safe

3/4/2021 4:18 PM

24 Being able to eat outside 3/4/2021 4:14 PM

25 The ability to feel safe while eating and drinking in groups. 3/4/2021 3:28 PM

26 Access to sidewalk games (cornhole, etc), expanded outdoor dining areas 3/4/2021 3:09 PM

27 able to eat outside, walkable 3/4/2021 3:08 PM

28 Lighting, flowers, low-key feel. 3/4/2021 3:07 PM

29 I already said some of it. Love the dining areas set up for each restaurant and the lighting the
city did.

3/4/2021 2:59 PM

30 Eating out on the street, biking, no cars 3/4/2021 2:56 PM

31 Move space to walk/bike 3/4/2021 2:44 PM

32 I liked being able to eat outside, watch the people go by. It also made it safer for pedestrians. 3/4/2021 2:44 PM

33 People are able to freely walk the streets, dine outside.... 3/4/2021 2:42 PM
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34 Social distancing, walking through town 3/4/2021 2:37 PM

35 live music, open seating outside, great for kids and dont have to worry about cars, social
atmosphere

3/4/2021 2:35 PM

36 Center lane for bikes. Dining tables. 3/4/2021 2:35 PM

37 See above 3/4/2021 2:31 PM

38 Nothing 3/4/2021 2:26 PM

39 Walkability 3/4/2021 2:26 PM

40 Additional outdoor seating, more festive relaxing atmosphere. 3/4/2021 2:24 PM

41 Outdoor seating, fun walking...festive 3/4/2021 2:21 PM

42 More pleasant, slowed down atmosphere. Greater safety from both Covid and cars. 3/4/2021 2:20 PM

43 Social component: seeing neighbors, that might otherwise be inside of a business. Live music
w/open containers. It was great that the restaurants served burgers and drinks to go

3/4/2021 2:18 PM

44 Fun way to continue to enjoy and support the town of Frisco’s local vibe while practicing safety
measures while they are still expected and in place.

3/4/2021 2:15 PM

45 It provided a car free zone which encouraged people to get out and walk 3/4/2021 2:11 PM

46 Outside dining 3/4/2021 1:52 PM

47 As above 3/4/2021 1:52 PM

48 The planters and barrels were nice. 3/4/2021 1:50 PM

49 more outdoor seating at restauarants.....nothing else 3/4/2021 1:49 PM

50 Outdoor seating capacity increased 3/4/2021 1:48 PM

51 I work in Breckenridge - so hard not to compare! Frisco's promenade was very well put
together and looked nice. Planters, flowers made it look welcoming, not like a construction
zone

3/4/2021 1:48 PM

52 Outdoor seating 3/4/2021 1:47 PM

53 No traffic, more seating 3/4/2021 1:45 PM

54 safety from indoor gathering and really enjoyed more outdoor space in frisco in general. 3/4/2021 1:44 PM

55 Saved business from closing doors 3/4/2021 1:42 PM

56 Getting people out of their cars certainly makes them more apt to spend money. 3/4/2021 1:30 PM

57 The people. 3/4/2021 1:30 PM

58 restaurant outdoor seating and more walking areas in street 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

59 Folks out! 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

60 More options for outdoor dining. 3/4/2021 1:23 PM

61 Felt like an event was happening during a time when events were not able to happen 3/4/2021 1:22 PM

62 The community feel and ability for people to spread out. 3/4/2021 1:20 PM

63 I loved how it brought businesses outside 3/4/2021 1:17 PM

64 parkletts and picnic benches would be great. 3/4/2021 1:17 PM

65 Spreading out the crowd. More opportunity to sit outside. 3/4/2021 1:11 PM

66 It encourages a lively atmosphere 3/4/2021 1:11 PM

67 Pedestrian Zone 3/4/2021 1:09 PM

68 Extra seating 3/4/2021 1:08 PM
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69 restaurant tables on the street 3/4/2021 1:08 PM

70 Outdoor seating at restaurants and bars, fun, walking atmosphere, sense of community 3/4/2021 1:07 PM

71 outside seating, bands playing outside 3/4/2021 1:06 PM

72 Outdoor seating 3/4/2021 1:05 PM

73 Nice outdoor environment, made summer more special 3/4/2021 1:05 PM

74 strolling, dining 3/4/2021 1:04 PM

75 All 3/4/2021 1:03 PM

76 More outside seating options when weather is nice. Also enjoyed the outside music events at
restaurants. Lighting.

3/4/2021 11:01 AM

77 I enjoyed the "decorations" the barrels, the lights and the homemade patios. I loved the live
music that played most days. I loved being able to walk down main st without having to fight
through the crowds on the sidewalks during busy weekends, the open layout is great. There's
never been enough patios on main st, i loved the promenade.

3/4/2021 6:34 AM

78 Slowed traffic but at the same time traffic seems to flow better since tourists could drive 3
mph down main street just looking around. It encouraged people to explore more. The walking
mall seemed very popular.

3/3/2021 1:48 PM

79 outdoor dining 3/3/2021 12:35 PM

80 Walkable Main was great and expanded access to outdoor dining was essential. Town did a
great job with flowers, lighting

3/3/2021 12:09 PM

81 Eating and music outside, the lack of traffic on Main St. which made biking and walking more
appealing

3/2/2021 11:18 PM

82 I like how you can sit outside at restaurants on the promenade 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

83 Crowds with no cars 3/2/2021 8:54 PM

84 Sidewalk dining and shopping 3/2/2021 8:53 PM

85 Businesses providing an open air space to view their products. No motor vehicles. 3/2/2021 7:53 PM

86 It was all GREAT! Live Music Outdoor Dining would like to see more outdoor attractions and
bring back the putt putt!

3/2/2021 7:35 PM

87 Tourists were centralized in the business district 3/2/2021 7:23 PM

88 Outdoor dining 3/2/2021 6:48 PM

89 Open air seating for restaurants 3/2/2021 6:30 PM

90 The ability for families to linger and play together. As well moms had a break to leisurely brows
and shop,

3/2/2021 5:53 PM

91 The lighting and the people eating, drinking, and wandering, and shopping, all while feeling
safe.

3/2/2021 5:40 PM

92 Outdoor seating. No cars 3/2/2021 4:03 PM

93 Outside tables Open air seating and activity Tourist attraction that brought lots of visitors
Safety when walking around,no traffic

3/2/2021 3:43 PM

94 Rarely went because of Covid, but it seemed attractive and welcoming. 3/2/2021 3:30 PM

95 eclectic, lights, light music, no cars! 3/2/2021 3:21 PM

96 businesses seemed very organized and town did great with parking. 3/2/2021 3:06 PM

97 great atmosphere with outdoor tables and walkable/bikeable street 3/2/2021 2:53 PM

98 walkability outdoor dining & atmosphere of people around - felt like a festival 3/2/2021 2:01 PM

99 The community aspect during COVID 3/2/2021 1:57 PM
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100 More room for food service to operate. 3/2/2021 1:49 PM

101 The additional outside eating areas. 3/2/2021 1:32 PM

102 The bigger outside seating. Live music. The lights. 3/2/2021 1:18 PM

103 Additional outdoor seating. Live music by some of the restaurants. 3/2/2021 1:17 PM

104 None... we widened the sidewalks for our tourists... 3/2/2021 1:13 PM

105 The community feeling. The safety of being able to have a drink and/or shop locally 3/2/2021 1:13 PM

106 I didn't really like much about it, it didn't flow that well, and screwed up all the parking that got
shoved to the side streets and residential areas.

3/2/2021 1:10 PM

107 PARKLETS AND ON STREET SEATING 3/2/2021 1:03 PM

108 Outside dining. Closed to traffic. 3/2/2021 12:47 PM

109 Many outdoor seating options, inviting atmosphere 3/2/2021 12:39 PM

110 More space to walk and having tables outside to enjoy beautiful weather while having great
lunch or dinner.

3/2/2021 12:34 PM

111 The community aspect. 3/2/2021 12:16 PM

112 Outdoor focus 3/2/2021 12:04 PM

113 Outside air and community! 3/2/2021 11:46 AM

114 Outdoor seating for restaurants. 3/2/2021 11:26 AM

115 Looked so festive. 3/2/2021 10:52 AM

116 Eating outside 3/2/2021 10:48 AM

117 More outside dining and shopping 3/2/2021 10:34 AM

118 The parklets were great. Additional picnic tables and places for people to congregate outside
around town are nice too. The additional lighting is great.

3/2/2021 10:21 AM

119 it is outdoors 3/2/2021 10:15 AM

120 Ability to walk around outside and still shop/eat 3/2/2021 10:10 AM

121 the lights, the outside environment. the cars NOT being there 3/2/2021 10:09 AM

122 it looked nice from the PRA at dusk. 3/2/2021 10:06 AM

123 Eating outside 3/2/2021 10:03 AM

124 General ambience, outdoor dining 3/2/2021 9:58 AM

125 Parklets individually decorated, the barrels and lights, felt healthier with people walking and
biking

3/2/2021 9:57 AM

126 I especially like the official wood 'parklets' in front of certain businesses. I love the string
lights. As much as possible, we need shade structures.

3/2/2021 9:55 AM

127 The flowers, lights and beauty that the promenade brought to Main Street was unbelievable.
Gave the town more charm than any other summer we have had.

3/2/2021 9:53 AM

128 the fact we get to walk around 6 feet apart 3/2/2021 9:52 AM

129 It attracted so many people, it is so fun to sit and eat on the street 3/2/2021 9:52 AM

130 Multiple blocks of walkability and outside dining support 3/2/2021 9:50 AM

131 Helped businesses achieve revenue while social distancing. 3/2/2021 9:46 AM

132 Lights, Pop up music (low volume), "garden" barriers 3/2/2021 9:45 AM

133 Outdoor dining...sense of community 3/2/2021 9:37 AM

134 Lights and flowers all over 3/2/2021 9:35 AM
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135 It was fun to walk through main street with no traffic. People seemed to enjoy themselves. 3/2/2021 9:30 AM

136 The ability to walk down Main Street and not worry about crossing the busy street and enjoying
all restaurants and shops.

3/2/2021 9:25 AM

137 activation, spaces to sit and relax outside whether at a business or just people watching. 3/2/2021 9:07 AM

138 just parklets, why not just close on weekends? 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

139 no cars and plenty of room for walkers, cyclers, and in a few cases scooters 3/2/2021 8:56 AM

140 Outdoor dining, much more room to walk around, outdoor shopping 3/2/2021 8:53 AM

141 I liked that the community came together to solve a unique problem. It helped businesses
keep their doors open. It gave people who chose to travel during a pandemic a place to feel
comfortable. That was a WIN for 2020.

3/2/2021 8:48 AM

142 Not applicable. Isolated away from Frisco 3/2/2021 8:22 AM

143 Allowed us to safely serve more patrons. Created a community feel for families. 3/2/2021 8:21 AM

144 Safe, entertainment, great opportunity to support & market our community 3/2/2021 8:08 AM

145 lots of space to mingle 3/2/2021 8:00 AM

146 Outdoor seating, unlike Breck it was nice that cars were still able to cross the walkways. The
bike lane in the middle was great.

3/2/2021 7:57 AM

147 Having enough space to eat outside 3/2/2021 7:37 AM

148 Allowing businesses to have small spaces outside 3/2/2021 7:36 AM

149 Outdoor seating and more music options 3/2/2021 7:20 AM

150 I like the concept of outdoor dining unfortunately on nice days the sun made it to hot to sit
outside on the north side of main street. Walking on the side walks became challenging
because of congestion from people waiting for seats and servers delivering food. Which
discouraged going into shops.

3/2/2021 7:19 AM

151 Safe to walk down main street and it spread people out. 3/2/2021 6:53 AM

152 Open feeling. 3/2/2021 6:29 AM

153 Ambiance. 3/2/2021 5:28 AM

154 The promenade made Main Street feel safer and more accessible. 3/2/2021 4:30 AM

155 Hiking in the middle, extended restaurant seating, extended shopping areas, the planter boxes. 3/2/2021 1:30 AM

156 Outdoor love music 3/2/2021 12:51 AM

157 More people walk around More activities outside People more relax and stay longer 3/2/2021 12:14 AM

158 Live music in the street 3/2/2021 12:06 AM

159 Lot more seating capacity outside 3/2/2021 12:05 AM

160 I live in granite street and the extra traffic on granite was not great for me personally. But I
really did like walking on Main Street with no cars, it was a very nice atmosphere.

3/1/2021 11:30 PM

161 Makes it more community feeling and walkable. 3/1/2021 11:16 PM

162 Lack of cars on Main. Walk through environment. 3/1/2021 11:06 PM

163 All components. 3/1/2021 11:04 PM

164 The lighting was festive. 3/1/2021 11:04 PM

165 chill vibe. outdoor seating. 3/1/2021 10:57 PM

166 Visitors were able to take their time enjoying all that Frisco has to offer while staying COVID
safe

3/1/2021 10:52 PM

167 Outdoor dining 3/1/2021 10:51 PM
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168 open air; felt much safer than in a closed space; live music; vibe of the community 3/1/2021 10:34 PM

169 Loved it ! Less cars More space 3/1/2021 10:27 PM

170 not many 3/1/2021 10:19 PM

171 At least my neighboring businesses didn’t go under. 3/1/2021 10:17 PM

172 More outdoor dinning , and outdoor entertainment. But I am not sure if the parking is a problem 3/1/2021 9:59 PM

173 see answer above 3/1/2021 9:58 PM

174 Ways to eat outside, fun street activities like mini golf 3/1/2021 9:48 PM

175 Dining in the street The sense of comradarie 3/1/2021 9:48 PM

176 Walking main dtreet 3/1/2021 9:46 PM

177 Added seating for dining. 3/1/2021 9:40 PM

178 The street lighting, the sidewalk seating, the availability of outdoor tables. 3/1/2021 9:33 PM

179 pedestrian access, space to distance 3/1/2021 9:29 PM

180 Outdoor dining 3/1/2021 9:20 PM

181 No traffic on main street 3/1/2021 9:16 PM

182 Look, options, capacity, feel 3/1/2021 9:14 PM

183 Meaningful relationship of the community to businesses. A marked connectivity and draw of
the down town to the community members and guests.

3/1/2021 9:13 PM

184 Increased outdoor seating, outdoor music 3/1/2021 9:07 PM

185 Everything 3/1/2021 9:02 PM

186 The sense of community of everyone mingling and bustling about the promenade and the
ability to spend a sunny afternoon strolling Main Street with the dogs, it almost has a festival
or event type feel without having to deal with a crazy festival or event

3/1/2021 9:00 PM

187 Riding bike down middle 3/1/2021 8:58 PM

188 I liked how you could still drive cross streets, the fairy lights, the water barriers, flower/tree
boxes, the spilling out of shops/restaurants into the street, the safety of being outside with
masks in a social dynamic.

3/1/2021 8:58 PM

189 Open street & atmosphere.... yet safe 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

190 Retail booths, restaurant seating, no traffic 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

191 Outdoor dining; pedestrian interaction; no cars; excitement 3/1/2021 8:53 PM

192 tables spread out walking area in the center stores with outdoor racks 3/1/2021 8:47 PM

193 I liked the community atmosphere with people milling about having a good time. 3/1/2021 8:46 PM

194 Closed streets, safe streets to ride bikes. 3/1/2021 8:45 PM

195 Outdoor dining Festive vibe 3/1/2021 8:41 PM

196 Being able to walk down Main Street without the concern of being run over. 3/1/2021 8:41 PM

197 Spacious seating. Outdoor shopping from retailers. Live music at Prost 3/1/2021 8:38 PM

198 The ability for tourists to recreate and enjoy mainstreet. 3/1/2021 8:37 PM

199 Community 3/1/2021 8:35 PM

200 Open street 3/1/2021 8:25 PM

201 Easy access 3/1/2021 8:23 PM

202 Relaxed atmosphere 3/1/2021 8:23 PM
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203 Ability to spread out and keep our community safe. More capacity and options for businesses 3/1/2021 8:21 PM

204 Same as 3 3/1/2021 8:19 PM

205 Outside seating 3/1/2021 8:13 PM

206 The ability to safely walk the length of downtown and enjoy the scenery, the people and the
fares of local merchants.

3/1/2021 8:06 PM

207 walkability, outdoor dining 3/1/2021 8:03 PM

208 None 3/1/2021 8:03 PM

209 Separated businesses, lighting 3/1/2021 8:02 PM

210 The outdoor seating extensions allowed our visitors to feel comfortable in regard covid safety. 3/1/2021 8:01 PM

211 General Layout 3/1/2021 8:00 PM

212 Open air dining, evening walks down the street 3/1/2021 7:59 PM

213 No traffic. Loved the flowers. Enjoyed various seating arrangements 3/1/2021 7:53 PM

214 Nusic 3/1/2021 7:47 PM

215 All of it. 3/1/2021 7:47 PM

216 Outdoor dining and music. No traffic. Can walk Main Street safely with out the worry of cars
speeding down Main Street. Community feel, creativity with outside spaces

3/1/2021 7:45 PM

217 Places to “hang out” without car traffic 3/1/2021 7:42 PM

218 Same as above 3/1/2021 7:41 PM

219 Drinking in the street. 3/1/2021 7:38 PM

220 Closed off area where you can safely walk anywhere within it. 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

221 The atmosphere, live music, having ample room to safely spread out. 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

222 outdoor dining and safe walking area free of traffic 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

223 More outdoor seating 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

224 Outside seating and shopping. Not having cars on Main Street. 3/1/2021 7:28 PM

225 Ample seating outside. Bike path down the middle. Occasional music along the way. 3/1/2021 7:28 PM

226 Outside Dining, casual walking, 3/1/2021 7:27 PM

227 bike lane, and eating/drinking on main was fun. 3/1/2021 7:26 PM

228 Street party everyday - why not ask what didn’t like ? You learn from the failures also 3/1/2021 7:25 PM

229 See above 3/1/2021 7:22 PM

230 More customers for restaurants 3/1/2021 7:17 PM

231 no cars on main 3/1/2021 7:16 PM

232 The slower pace of main. People sitting outside enjoying main st 3/1/2021 7:15 PM

233 It was nice and fun to be outside in the beautiful weather - most folks want to try to get to the
outdoor patios anyway but many (Greco's, 5th Ave, etc.) used to be super small.

3/1/2021 7:11 PM

234 Because of COVID, you could eat at a restaurant. 3/1/2021 7:08 PM

235 Dining outside 3/1/2021 7:06 PM

236 Everything 3/1/2021 7:05 PM

237 Ease 3/1/2021 7:04 PM

238 Everything 3/1/2021 7:04 PM

239 Good for business 3/1/2021 7:04 PM
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240 Restaurants with tables outside. Tents and booths with items for sale. More art? 3/1/2021 7:00 PM

241 Outdoor dining. Outdoor happy hour. The lights. We enjoyed strolling down the street without
concern of cars and over crowding. We loved the live music. And the weather.

3/1/2021 6:58 PM

242 Walking on Main Street gave us the space we needed to enjoy ourselves 3/1/2021 6:58 PM

243 Parklets, no car thoroughfare on Main Street 3/1/2021 6:57 PM

244 There was enough space for people to actually enjoy the storefronts and views at the same
time without the danger of being in the way of vehicles. I didn't feel rushed to get out of the
way while enjoying the views.

3/1/2021 6:54 PM

245 Everything 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

246 Music walkability seeing people. East shopping 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

247 None 3/1/2021 6:51 PM

248 No Frisco bar b q 3/1/2021 6:49 PM

249 Walking area, sense of community! 3/1/2021 6:48 PM

250 The outdoor dining 3/1/2021 6:46 PM

251 Pedestrian, vibrant 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

252 Social distancing 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

253 Extension of businesses over the sidewalk but you can do better 3/1/2021 6:44 PM

254 Lights and flowers 3/1/2021 6:44 PM

255 Getting ran over by speeding bicyclists is fun! Having signs that point to no where are great for
tourists trying to figure out where to go.

3/1/2021 6:43 PM

256 Outdoor- social distancing space 3/1/2021 6:43 PM

257 Extra outside seating and the mini golf! 3/1/2021 6:42 PM

258 No cars 3/1/2021 6:41 PM

259 The welcoming atmosphere, festive lights, and quiet enjoyment which invited guests to take a
break and check it out.

3/1/2021 6:39 PM

260 Everything , public works did a great job. 3/1/2021 6:39 PM

261 Walkabilty of main st. 3/1/2021 6:39 PM

262 No cars, space to walk, space to sit outside and enjoy the weather, happiness it brought to
visitors.

3/1/2021 6:38 PM

263 all 3/1/2021 6:37 PM

264 Open Air Dining 3/1/2021 6:37 PM

265 Walkable streets, open air dining, general festive atmosphere. Like having manageable
festivals all the time. Much better than something like the bbq festival and great for just
meandering downtown after work

3/1/2021 6:37 PM

266 The people. It helped people interact with people enjoying Frisco. 3/1/2021 6:35 PM

267 The expansion of outdoor seating at restaurants and bands playing on weekends 3/1/2021 6:34 PM

268 Length of street closed 3/1/2021 6:34 PM

269 It was great to be able to walk or bike through town while watching people mingle on Main
Street. I think it generate less of a need for driving and more walking/biking to Main Street.

3/1/2021 6:33 PM

270 The walkability, safety, and everyone was just in a very easy going mood! All of my customers
loved it!!

3/1/2021 6:33 PM

271 Pedestrian traffic and resulting socialization and fun was fantastic. 3/1/2021 6:32 PM
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272 The pedestrian feel and extended patio seating. 3/1/2021 6:30 PM

273 More seating for the smaller restaurants 3/1/2021 6:30 PM

274 Walking around without cars 3/1/2021 3:48 PM
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Q5 What improvements would you make to the Promenade for Summer
2021?

Answered: 243 Skipped: 62
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 Not have it only helped Restaurants and no retail and nowhere to park 3/5/2021 4:28 AM

2 Improve the appearance of the barriers so they do not look so much like corrals 3/4/2021 9:42 PM

3 Evening hours and more accent or aumbiance lighting. 3/4/2021 9:28 PM

4 Eliminate bike path down middle. Enforce noise problems 3/4/2021 7:28 PM

5 More music 3/4/2021 6:39 PM

6 Nothing comes to mind 3/4/2021 6:18 PM

7 Allow alcohol that is purchased from local business to be consumed withing the Promenade
space only! Outside alcohol consumption would not be allowed.

3/4/2021 5:46 PM

8 More fun things to do while waiting, walking and shopping in the area. Games, live music etc... 3/4/2021 5:43 PM

9 keep bikes in the middle of the streets and only allow bikes to be walked through the
Promenade on busy days--weekends and holidays.

3/4/2021 5:42 PM

10 Better signage, PARKING lots, more aesthetically pleasing with many more flowers, barriers
and sidewalk blockage for bikes and pets issues not racing thru town. WE WERE A PARKING
LOT FOR A FOOD COURT!

3/4/2021 5:18 PM

11 I'd like to see more of the retail stores embrace the program. 3/4/2021 5:16 PM

12 More visually appealing with string lights and flowers 3/4/2021 5:00 PM

13 Nothing 3/4/2021 4:51 PM

14 Prefer not to have it. 3/4/2021 4:46 PM

15 dress it up a little! 3/4/2021 4:41 PM

16 I HOPE THE TOWN OF FRISCO HAS THE PROMENADE FOR 2021! 3/4/2021 4:26 PM

17 more color and art, more music, more sun coverings for hot days 3/4/2021 4:21 PM

18 Additional seating. More street games to engage pedestrians and make them sit down and
stay.

3/4/2021 4:18 PM

19 I'm not sure if I would allow the cross traffic to go through. People weren't paying attention to
cars crossing Main St. Seemed kind of dangerous or make it more obvious to pedestrians.
Just a thought. Otherwise I thought it worked out fine.

3/4/2021 4:14 PM

20 Some of the outdoor seating and arrangements looked a bit haphazard and/or not professional
or inviting.

3/4/2021 3:28 PM

21 Restaurants might need support for extra patio heaters for cool/late evenings? 3/4/2021 3:09 PM

22 up grades on fences and other planters, please no metal fences and plastic barrels 3/4/2021 3:08 PM

23 Have live, outdoor music. Support local musicians and have pop up concerts. It can be done
safely! I loved coming down and hearing the music Prost had. More 'common areas' not
associated with a restaurant where you could get takeout and go sit without waiting in line for a
table.

3/4/2021 3:07 PM

24 More seating and more flowers. 3/4/2021 2:59 PM

25 None come to mind 3/4/2021 2:56 PM

26 Have it go away. Some parklets. 3/4/2021 2:44 PM

27 More live music! Maybe coordinated food events among restaurants. 3/4/2021 2:44 PM

28 Not sure 3/4/2021 2:42 PM

29 Nothing 3/4/2021 2:37 PM

30 Im not sure what the downsides are but i can guess parking. maybe create more space for
parking on adjacent streets?

3/4/2021 2:35 PM
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31 Make sure businesses that don't benefit have improved access. 3/4/2021 2:35 PM

32 None 3/4/2021 2:31 PM

33 Don’t close Main Street 3/4/2021 2:26 PM

34 Make arrangements for alternate parking. 3/4/2021 2:26 PM

35 City sponsored music, art shows and similar activities. 3/4/2021 2:24 PM

36 Shade and lighting 3/4/2021 2:21 PM

37 Get more potted landscape materials out there: trees, shrubs. Sun shades, too. 3/4/2021 2:20 PM

38 Make it longer, from 2nd to 7th streets. Maybe the first block on each end could just close one
side of the street to enable some street parking for businesses. Consider stopping all wheels
(bikes, skateboards), rather than have them use the middle of the street.

3/4/2021 2:18 PM

39 See if other businesses outside but adjacent to the Promenade would like to be included. 3/4/2021 2:11 PM

40 Open to traffic 3/4/2021 1:52 PM

41 As much outdoor dining as possible. Perhaps organized entertainment. Games set up. 3/4/2021 1:52 PM

42 None 3/4/2021 1:50 PM

43 not do it 3/4/2021 1:49 PM

44 ??? 3/4/2021 1:48 PM

45 Keep the parklets! They're quirky and fun 3/4/2021 1:48 PM

46 Utilize the promenade for summer events 3/4/2021 1:45 PM

47 None 3/4/2021 1:42 PM

48 We should string lights (similar to the intersection at 4th and Main) all up and down the length
of the core of Main Street. From Madison Ave to 7th Ave. I envision what they have done on
Larimer Square in Denver.

3/4/2021 1:30 PM

49 Would be nice to have some sort of art to dress things up a bit. 3/4/2021 1:30 PM

50 it was very confusing and people continued to walk IN the center bike lane. 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

51 None 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

52 Budgeted trash pickup due to outdoor activities. We found more trash on streets in 2020 then
any previous year.

3/4/2021 1:23 PM

53 Coordinated live music in various locations for outdoor patrons 3/4/2021 1:22 PM

54 It was great as it was 3/4/2021 1:20 PM

55 Maybe something nicer than the plastic barricades. The planters looked nice. 3/4/2021 1:17 PM

56 not the steel gates. 3/4/2021 1:17 PM

57 N/A 3/4/2021 1:11 PM

58 more live music 3/4/2021 1:11 PM

59 More attractive. 3/4/2021 1:08 PM

60 None 3/4/2021 1:08 PM

61 maybe improve parking options and signage for parking 3/4/2021 1:07 PM

62 None--thought it was great last summer. 3/4/2021 1:06 PM

63 No clue 3/4/2021 1:05 PM

64 Do a better job monitoring the rules - we don't need a drunken party on Main Street all summer 3/4/2021 1:05 PM

65 No vehicle traffic closure. Consistent barricades/parklets - no street art. 3/4/2021 11:01 AM
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66 The wind was tough to deal with, umbrellas constantly blowing around. The traffic on Granite
street was a constant stream and annoying, but I don't see a way around that. Maybe have
Frisco PD patrol those stop signs more frequently? Or put up better signage so people stop
running those stop signs.

3/4/2021 6:34 AM

67 Make sure traffic stays routed to the parking areas on granite. It seems traffic was pretty good
as long as people knew where to park and stayed out of the “neighborhoods”

3/3/2021 1:48 PM

68 More attractive designation of outdoor spaces to make it visually more intentional and less
temporary

3/3/2021 12:09 PM

69 Maybe encourage/allow for more businesses such as food trucks. 3/2/2021 11:18 PM

70 Make it go later at night 3/2/2021 10:03 PM

71 Would just like the parklets 3/2/2021 8:54 PM

72 Dressed-up individual retail areas...perhaps an incentive for merchants and restaurants to
participate such as "top billing" directional signage for the summer and for the construction
period of CO-9 might get folks to put a grand effort into their street-side presence

3/2/2021 8:53 PM

73 The traffic on Granite was too much and a lot of speeding. 3/2/2021 8:50 PM

74 Maybe a little more lighting after dark. 3/2/2021 7:53 PM

75 More attractions and activities! 3/2/2021 7:35 PM

76 Leashed laws enforced 3/2/2021 7:23 PM

77 Na 3/2/2021 6:48 PM

78 Keep car traffic on main street 3/2/2021 6:30 PM

79 Parking lots!!!!! 3/2/2021 5:53 PM

80 2020 was done in a big rush, and done well given the timeline. Given more time, more of a
park-like setting would be nice. More planters, maybe some shrub dividers, nicer
fences/barriers.

3/2/2021 5:40 PM

81 More Shade/Rain protection 3/2/2021 4:03 PM

82 Better signage and marketing Better barricades Better lighting Maybe music/entertainment? 3/2/2021 3:43 PM

83 Nothing to add 3/2/2021 3:30 PM

84 fencing could be more cohesive. businesses owners need to take better care of outdoor space.
wind is difficult to manage

3/2/2021 3:21 PM

85 a little more lighting at night 3/2/2021 3:06 PM

86 Please consider extending west to Town Hall. I realize the gas station is a hurdle but pushing
all traffic to 2nd was challenging for our studio (on 2nd) -- we'd love to be part of the walkable
corridor

3/2/2021 2:53 PM

87 more live music 3/2/2021 2:01 PM

88 More business particpation 3/2/2021 1:57 PM

89 Keep the parklets if needed, but keep the street open. There will be a lot more traffic this year
than last.

3/2/2021 1:49 PM

90 The flow of traffic was horrible. So many people blew the stop signs on 5th and granite. I was
almost hit in car by people blowing stop signs multiple times.

3/2/2021 1:32 PM

91 Please no bike path in the middle. That doesn't make sense. 3/2/2021 1:18 PM

92 Traffic pattern or 'bike lane' for cyclists; some folks rode too fast through the people walking
around!

3/2/2021 1:17 PM

93 Discontinue... Widened Sidewalks create Promenade 3/2/2021 1:13 PM

94 We live off of Granite which became an unsafe speedway for those not able to travel on Main.
That needs to be assessed and monitored, particularly because people are out walking and

3/2/2021 1:13 PM
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biking.

95 Just don't do it. 3/2/2021 1:10 PM

96 MUSIC THURSDAYS IN THE PARK AND ALTERNATE AFTERNOON, EVENINGS ON MAIN
STREET AND THE MARINA

3/2/2021 1:03 PM

97 maybe better shaded dining 3/2/2021 12:47 PM

98 Unsure 3/2/2021 12:39 PM

99 I can just suggest maybe more flowers by each restaurant to make it more colorful 3/2/2021 12:34 PM

100 I would increase the size, provide the businesses with more flower baskets and get more
people involved with live music.

3/2/2021 12:16 PM

101 Make it look more "permanent" 3/2/2021 12:04 PM

102 Sometimes the bikes rushing through were dangerous with cars at the crossings. 3/2/2021 11:46 AM

103 If possible, extent it for another block or two. 3/2/2021 11:35 AM

104 The metal gates around the seating areas are an eyesore. Some folks decorated but, for the
most part, it took away from the beauty of main street.

3/2/2021 11:26 AM

105 Not have it. 3/2/2021 10:52 AM

106 If you had to do it I would have more music through the streets. It was just too quiet at times. 3/2/2021 10:48 AM

107 More parking options with directions at either end of the closure so travelers can find them. 3/2/2021 10:21 AM

108 Spacing needs improvement. I went twice and stopped going because it was impossible to
distance, people were not 6 feet apart. At some restaurants tables were not 6 feet apart and
even if tables may have been placed 6 feet apart, the chairs and then the people sitting in
them are really only 2-3 feet apart from the people at the tables next to them. The 6 foot
recommendation is for people needing to be 6 feet apart, not furniture. Then adding all the
people walking in the center aisle and stopping along the tables-distancing was really not
possible.

3/2/2021 10:15 AM

109 Maybe a few food truck and more outside choices 3/2/2021 10:09 AM

110 allow vehicle traffic again 3/2/2021 10:06 AM

111 More entertainment options, like balloon maker at a corner for kids to get free creations (i.e.
animals) made of balloons, street performers and food trucks incorporated sandwiching either
end or in the locations of the white barriers at intersections last year

3/2/2021 9:57 AM

112 More short term parking? I'm not sure. I don't think it should grow in size in any way. Just main
street, and just those few blocks, no side streets.

3/2/2021 9:55 AM

113 If we are still in the middle of a mask mandate due to COVID, then I would ask for more
security or staff to be in some kind of uniform and able to just walk around to make sure
people are wearing their masks. Similar to what the ski areas are doing. These people do not
have to be police officers, they could (maybe) be volunteers or other staffing. Other than that,
the promenade was incredible and I hope that Council would like to have it back this summer.

3/2/2021 9:53 AM

114 Maybe if the street was a little more organized for bikers 3/2/2021 9:52 AM

115 More street vendors allowed 3/2/2021 9:50 AM

116 If you have to do it, I would move it around town. One block every two weeks. Include side
streets, Ten Mile and Meadow Drive.

3/2/2021 9:46 AM

117 Move the start of the promenade east on Main to 4th Street. 3/2/2021 9:45 AM

118 Mask requirement 3/2/2021 9:37 AM

119 cozy barriers defining each space. but also making each space blend with each other space so
it looks coordinated and planned.

3/2/2021 9:35 AM

120 Some businesses on the edges may have experienced less foot traffic due to the cut off of the
promenade. Don't require masks if people are outside - that is dumb.

3/2/2021 9:30 AM
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121 None 3/2/2021 9:25 AM

122 more Town / public parklets for sitting, drinking coffee, holding meetings, etc. 3/2/2021 9:07 AM

123 Perhaps more aesthetically pleasing barricades for the Promenade. 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

124 just open on week ends 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

125 Expand it with safety measures in place? Maybe add signage to direct flow of traffic. For
example, should the cyclists have a separate lane; go down the middle of the street; get off
the bikes and walk them? I don't remember exactly what was allowed last summer for cyclists.

3/2/2021 8:56 AM

126 Need to do something about the “bike lane” down the middle of the street - too many close
calls, would love to see more local artists and musicians. As more people feel comfortable
coming out, parking could be an issue.

3/2/2021 8:53 AM

127 See #3 3/2/2021 8:48 AM

128 Those based on the 20/20 experience 3/2/2021 8:22 AM

129 Better control of detoured traffic. 3/2/2021 8:21 AM

130 Provide an opportunity for those businesses outside the promenade to be represented (Stork &
Bear, Silverheels, Ollie's, etc)

3/2/2021 8:08 AM

131 more blocks 3/2/2021 8:00 AM

132 More hand sanitizer, possibly large business directory at east and west entrances. TOF
labeled reusable bags at entrances to help encourage retail purchases. Continuous unassigned
tables and chairs lining a large portion of the promenade. That would allow for lax open
container laws. This could encourage spreading out all of the BYOB loitering at the marina. I’m
not suggesting BYOB on the promenade, but being able to purchase to-go food and drinks at
restaurants while finding an unclaimed table would be great. Meaning tables that aren’t owned
by restaurants, truly free for anyone walking around.

3/2/2021 7:57 AM

133 None 3/2/2021 7:36 AM

134 More restaurants participating (like Bagali's) 3/2/2021 7:20 AM

135 Remove the bike lane in the middle neither pedestrians or bikers respected each other. 3/2/2021 7:19 AM

136 Block Themes? Ie: between 3rd and 4th it might be alpine themed with plants, trees and
activities that are from the alpine. Kind of like a museum. Additionally, do away with things like
the bbq and fall fest. It hurts your full time community.

3/2/2021 6:53 AM

137 More sections for seating. 3/2/2021 6:29 AM

138 Let business owners decide that. 3/2/2021 5:28 AM

139 Indicate which side streets are blocked by the promenade at side street intersections. 3/2/2021 4:30 AM

140 More string lights and maybe some live music or some attractions for kids like a balloon clown
or face painting. We used the little mini golf setup in front of the Frisco Lodge at least 15
times, and would have spent more tome there on weekends if there were more kid friendly
somethings. Like a bounce house every now and then!

3/2/2021 1:30 AM

141 Night lights More events 3/2/2021 12:14 AM

142 Better driver information ahead of closures 3/2/2021 12:06 AM

143 Not sure 3/2/2021 12:05 AM

144 None 3/1/2021 11:30 PM

145 Find a way to route I-70 East tractor trailer traffic going to Breck to take exit 203 rather than
201. Those trucks don’t do well navigating Madison and Granite to get to 9 South.

3/1/2021 11:06 PM

146 More off-Main st. parking capacity. 3/1/2021 11:04 PM

147 more public art and vendors 3/1/2021 10:57 PM

148 Better options for parking 3/1/2021 10:48 PM
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149 leave it up year round and make main street a walking only street 3/1/2021 10:34 PM

150 Continue to up level retail and dining options on Main Street 3/1/2021 10:27 PM

151 I would not do it 3/1/2021 10:19 PM

152 Discontinue it! 3/1/2021 10:17 PM

153 Should be live entertainment each night shared with each area of Main Street 3/1/2021 9:59 PM

154 maybe strolling musicians, magicians, pop-up sort of entertainment??? 3/1/2021 9:58 PM

155 More activities? 3/1/2021 9:48 PM

156 More places with live music. We miss concerts. We would eat out more when when there was
music

3/1/2021 9:48 PM

157 Hopscotch, street performers 3/1/2021 9:46 PM

158 Open it up for traffic and parking. 3/1/2021 9:40 PM

159 I think I would limit the dogs. Outdoor dining with a dog incessantly barking at the table
adjacent to me lessened the enjoyment of the experience.

3/1/2021 9:33 PM

160 Parking 3/1/2021 9:20 PM

161 No bike traffic in the mask zone. Enforce mask zone for everyone. 3/1/2021 9:16 PM

162 Extend it further on Main Street. 3/1/2021 9:14 PM

163 None 3/1/2021 9:07 PM

164 I can’t recall if it was legal to stroll with an alcoholic beverage on the promenade but if not I
would make that legal, obviously within the rules and regulations and no beverages allowed
outside of the promenade

3/1/2021 9:00 PM

165 na 3/1/2021 8:58 PM

166 Expand through to silver heels, more lights across Main St, more businesses to advertise their
brand like the Next Page and the Frisco Lodge.

3/1/2021 8:58 PM

167 Mlre guidelines and ideas for business owners so the looks are better 3/1/2021 8:55 PM

168 Extend the promenade in both directions 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

169 Recycle centers. Shade structures. Block off a couple cross streets too. Involve side street
business and maybe even non town town businesses. How about pop-up venders like the Thai
vender at Copper

3/1/2021 8:54 PM

170 Food court available to food establishments not on Main Street 3/1/2021 8:53 PM

171 stated above. Traffic flow, parking enforcement and as well as better utilization of parking lots.
Health order enforcement..... mask, distancing.

3/1/2021 8:51 PM

172 Maybe a little nicer (less temporary looking) dividers...they got better as the summer went on
maybe a bike lane and a walking lane marked on the street...although this wasn't a huge
problem

3/1/2021 8:47 PM

173 Encourage the building site next to Bagalis to get that scaffolding down and everything fixed,
that is such an eyesore

3/1/2021 8:41 PM

174 Not sure. Can you make that a multiple choice question? 3/1/2021 8:41 PM

175 I’m not sure if there’s a different traffic pattern available. It wasn’t a huge issue but that’s the
only thing that pops to mind.

3/1/2021 8:38 PM

176 Open container alcohol law for the length of the promenade. 3/1/2021 8:37 PM

177 More shops 3/1/2021 8:35 PM

178 Not make intersections through traffic. I think it’s a huge safety concern with people and kids
not paying attention and cars trying to push through

3/1/2021 8:25 PM

179 Nicer looking blockades 3/1/2021 8:21 PM
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180 None 3/1/2021 8:19 PM

181 Dress it up. More lights, plants, art work 3/1/2021 8:13 PM

182 I can’t think of any. The creators did an excellent job. 3/1/2021 8:06 PM

183 ART !! 3/1/2021 8:03 PM

184 Clean the street first so you don’t have to eat over oil stains. 3/1/2021 8:03 PM

185 More curb appeal 3/1/2021 8:02 PM

186 . 3/1/2021 8:01 PM

187 Due to Covid - I guess, perhaps better spacing 3/1/2021 8:00 PM

188 Cover more of Main Street. Possibly music? 3/1/2021 7:53 PM

189 Beer tents 3/1/2021 7:47 PM

190 Live music once a week 3/1/2021 7:47 PM

191 Maybe a bike lane? 3/1/2021 7:45 PM

192 More live music and flowers. 3/1/2021 7:42 PM

193 More music! 3/1/2021 7:41 PM

194 Eliminate both the promenade and the nanny state. 3/1/2021 7:38 PM

195 Expand it 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

196 Can’t think of any 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

197 good as it was 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

198 ? 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

199 More parking options, like a parking lot or garage, so tourists do not park in neighborhoods. 3/1/2021 7:28 PM

200 I think it was perfect! 3/1/2021 7:28 PM

201 Make permanent street vendor spot (not belong to brick and mortar business) , where are the
street vendor can pay rent to the town for pop up booths and sell all summer long.

3/1/2021 7:26 PM

202 Eliminate it or have businesses fund operate and manage it is wasting to much town staff time 3/1/2021 7:25 PM

203 None 3/1/2021 7:17 PM

204 none 3/1/2021 7:16 PM

205 Music or entertainment 3/1/2021 7:15 PM

206 Maybe more heated night options. The lights are nice at night. 3/1/2021 7:11 PM

207 Open Frisco’s Main Street to traffic so people can see what the town has to offer! Let them
decide where to park and where they can walk.

3/1/2021 7:08 PM

208 Better classier dividers 3/1/2021 7:06 PM

209 Have some shade structures and more bench seating 3/1/2021 7:05 PM

210 ??? 3/1/2021 7:04 PM

211 Add art and more things for people to do. Although not so much it keeps them out of the
stores.

3/1/2021 7:00 PM

212 Larger seating areas. Heat lamps for cold nights. Music or live music. Not too loud, more to
support the atmosphere and to allow conversation.

3/1/2021 6:58 PM

213 Music on each block would be nice 3/1/2021 6:58 PM

214 More aesthetically pleasing structures instead of temporary cones, barricades. More signage
about masks, physical distance.

3/1/2021 6:57 PM
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215 There were many empty spaces that the commercial or retail businesses were not using. Why
not let them lease it out to other businesses around Frisco so everyone feels like they have a
presence in the Promenade.

3/1/2021 6:54 PM

216 It's all good 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

217 Better aesthetics 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

218 We should remove it. People can use their own deck If they want but the overall look of the
project looked poor

3/1/2021 6:51 PM

219 No Frisco bar b q Parking 3/1/2021 6:49 PM

220 None 3/1/2021 6:46 PM

221 Fewer fences 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

222 Use the alleys 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

223 Allow traffic to go through and allow the businesses to put up wind blocks if that option isn't
available at this time ...

3/1/2021 6:44 PM

224 Signage to help the places located inside the promanade, hotels, and signs for parking spaces 3/1/2021 6:44 PM

225 Keep the parklets for business but let traffic flow as it currently is. 3/1/2021 6:43 PM

226 None 3/1/2021 6:43 PM

227 More shady spaces 3/1/2021 6:41 PM

228 More decorative lighting and more flower boxes 3/1/2021 6:41 PM

229 Keep inventing the concept! 3/1/2021 6:39 PM

230 Bigger. 3/1/2021 6:39 PM

231 Extend towards Summit Blvd. 3/1/2021 6:39 PM

232 Ability to have to go alcohol 3/1/2021 6:38 PM

233 bike lanes marked away from pedestrians 3/1/2021 6:37 PM

234 Enforcement of Public Health Orders and ensuring residents, guests and establishments are
abiding by the current restrictions that might be in place. There were a lot of people gathering
and then taking their masks off to drink or eat and then leaving them off.

3/1/2021 6:37 PM

235 More seating, activities in between restaurants and shops, maybe music more often? 3/1/2021 6:37 PM

236 I would get rid of the fences around the various restaurant locations. 3/1/2021 6:35 PM

237 More bike racks 3/1/2021 6:34 PM

238 More street activities provided by business, like the mini golf, that are family friendly activities 3/1/2021 6:34 PM

239 Can't think of any. 3/1/2021 6:33 PM

240 More atmosphere , art, installations, activities! I can help deliver that and be on a board if you
need help!

3/1/2021 6:33 PM

241 more businesses participating? I thought it was great so no major improvements. 3/1/2021 6:32 PM

242 More seating 3/1/2021 6:30 PM

243 A more consistent esthetic 3/1/2021 3:48 PM
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Q6 Any other comments or feedback?
Answered: 155 Skipped: 150
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# RESPONSES DATE

1 The Town of Frisco has done a fabulous job of helping town businesses during this very
stressful time of Covid

3/4/2021 9:42 PM

2 Thank you! 3/4/2021 9:28 PM

3 Better control of the traffic at cross streets. More lighting and landscaping 3/4/2021 7:28 PM

4 More outside events. Keep them coming!!! 3/4/2021 6:39 PM

5 PLEASE BRING THE PROMENADE BACK. Your restaurant business community needs these
additional outdoor seats this summer more than ever. Don't let a few shortsighted individuals or
businesses effect the success of the majority.

3/4/2021 5:46 PM

6 Improve Flower beds and lighting for evenings. 3/4/2021 5:42 PM

7 Special consideration was given to a three block radius with parking spaces stolen to advance
their revenues. Certainly not fair. Also, the 7 restaurants who were allowed sidewalk/road
spaces ALREADY HAD OUTDOOR AREAS, try to accommodate weekend parking at Job
service lot for intergovernmental cooperation. Police enforcement car Parkers for time limits.
Bikes OFF sidewalks. Index cards at biker rental shops citing bike rules in the roads. Ie Bikers
are NOT pedestrians in crosswalks unless they have dismounted. Someone’s going to get
killed. Curfew for music and drinking. Many cars unloaded bikes on Main St and took off for a
full days ride—- nothing was done to prevent that. Merchants can’t sell larger goods if all
parking is taken all day for inconsiderate people. Employees included.

3/4/2021 5:18 PM

8 not at this time 3/4/2021 5:00 PM

9 Traffic and stop/accelerate noise on Granite Street and was excessive. 3/4/2021 4:46 PM

10 Hope you bring it back! 3/4/2021 4:18 PM

11 We should do this every summer. Make Ridge Street a no-honking zone unless an emergency
to provide the residents some respite from unkind and noisy traffic.

3/4/2021 3:28 PM

12 Parking has to be addressed, why does the town continue to ignore this issue. 3/4/2021 3:08 PM

13 Also like having live music outside. 3/4/2021 2:59 PM

14 No. Thank you and good luck! 3/4/2021 2:56 PM

15 Town will do just fine without closing off Main Street. It increased noise at night with the
renegade concerts/music.

3/4/2021 2:44 PM

16 No 3/4/2021 2:42 PM

17 Get rid of the BBQ challenge 3/4/2021 2:37 PM

18 Please bring back the promenade 3/4/2021 2:35 PM

19 No 3/4/2021 2:31 PM

20 Don’t close main 3/4/2021 2:26 PM

21 No Masks!! 3/4/2021 2:24 PM

22 No 3/4/2021 2:21 PM

23 Please bring the promenade back! And the BBQ 3/4/2021 2:18 PM

24 Not necessary this year. 3/4/2021 1:52 PM

25 I hope you will bring this back. Perhaps think about charging a fixed fee and have the
restaurants do a taste of Frisco.

3/4/2021 1:52 PM

26 None 3/4/2021 1:50 PM

27 All businesses were created with the understanding of the Town prior to March 2020......let
people go back to their original business plans

3/4/2021 1:49 PM

28 No 3/4/2021 1:48 PM
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29 Off topic, but the kayak park/lot on west end needs major improvements. The Safeway-
Meadowcreek population moved in. Place was littered with small plastic whiskey bottles and
public urination all summer. Felt unsafe

3/4/2021 1:48 PM

30 Looking forward to seeing this return 3/4/2021 1:45 PM

31 None 3/4/2021 1:42 PM

32 - to remove the bike lane since it is not enforceable to stop people from walking in the bike
lane and have bikes ride on Galena and Granite [also enforcement of NO bikes on sidewalks] -
to have parklets for restaurants for a better aesthetic....and no parkets for retail stores [looks
messy]. - to allow cocktails to go [along with food]

3/4/2021 1:28 PM

33 None 3/4/2021 1:28 PM

34 I think a few planned closures would be a good balance versus blanketing and doing it for the
entire summer.

3/4/2021 1:23 PM

35 Let's do it again! 3/4/2021 1:22 PM

36 thanks! 3/4/2021 1:17 PM

37 none 3/4/2021 1:08 PM

38 I think it is a positive summer improvement for Main Street Frisco. 3/4/2021 1:07 PM

39 No 3/4/2021 1:06 PM

40 None 3/4/2021 1:05 PM

41 Thank you for all your efforts to maintain our economy! 3/4/2021 1:05 PM

42 I hope to enjoy the promenade again this summer :) 3/4/2021 6:34 AM

43 Loved all the lights and seating areas and lawn games that businesses put out. 3/3/2021 1:48 PM

44 Thank you TOF for keeping us here! 3/3/2021 12:09 PM

45 No 3/2/2021 11:18 PM

46 If the promenade is to happen again it should be as nice as the park lets. Last year was last
minute but the cattle fences looked poor.

3/2/2021 8:54 PM

47 Appreciate the cooperative attitude of the town's staff 3/2/2021 8:53 PM

48 Make Granite and Galena a one way traffic zone with traffic going in one direction each street.
More stop signs and ways to deter speeding.

3/2/2021 8:50 PM

49 Thank you for soliciting input. 3/2/2021 7:53 PM

50 Accessibility for ALL populations. There are extra measures that can be put in place to create
an all inclusive environment.

3/2/2021 7:23 PM

51 Advertising more for individual retailers. 3/2/2021 6:30 PM

52 Need more planning on Handicap parking access and Better location of Port-A-Potties!!! 3/2/2021 5:53 PM

53 Keep up the good work. Also, the benefits of the parklets seem pretty marginal. Not sure what
to do with those.

3/2/2021 5:40 PM

54 Bike Lane?? 3/2/2021 4:03 PM

55 This was an awesome summer...we could use another one please! 3/2/2021 3:43 PM

56 LOVE IT 3/2/2021 3:21 PM

57 All tourists seemed to enjoy the promenade and all businesses I spoke with seemed to benefit
from this.

3/2/2021 3:06 PM

58 Galena alley became crowded and dangerous last year, will only get worse if Main is closed
again.

3/2/2021 1:49 PM

59 Making sure security or police are enforcing the mask mandate on main st. 3/2/2021 1:32 PM
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60 The only way I would not want the promenade back was if the CDOT project forces more traffic
onto Granite Street; it was busy enough last year with Main St. being closed, and if additional
traffic is routed through Frisco off of I-70, Granite would become more of a highway; spread out
the traffic if you can! A sidewalk the entire length of Granite would help pedestrian safety as
well.

3/2/2021 1:17 PM

61 Please discontinue... 3/2/2021 1:13 PM

62 We love Main Street and the. businesses. Hopefully we can come up with a win/win for all. 3/2/2021 1:13 PM

63 No, but thank you for your consideration. 3/2/2021 1:10 PM

64 NONE 3/2/2021 1:03 PM

65 Hopefully continue to promote and open outdoor events this summer 3/2/2021 12:39 PM

66 We definetly hope it will be closed to car traffic 3/2/2021 12:34 PM

67 Nope 3/2/2021 12:04 PM

68 Bikes and cars issue at crossings with kids potentially getting hit. 3/2/2021 11:46 AM

69 Thank you Frisco! 3/2/2021 11:26 AM

70 That’s it. Thx. 3/2/2021 10:52 AM

71 Masks, masks, masks. Maybe have some enforcement, like Breck is trying. 3/2/2021 10:15 AM

72 none 3/2/2021 10:09 AM

73 this isn't like breckenridge, where there is a Park Ave that can handle that kind of traffic in
terms of safety and speed control. main st should remain a street unless there is
overwhelming need for safety due to covid, not just because it looks nice and feels nice. too
many people have staked their livelihoods based on the fact it is a street with vehicular traffic.

3/2/2021 10:06 AM

74 Thank you for all the hard work and for getting community feedback. 3/2/2021 9:55 AM

75 Please bring back the Promenade!! 3/2/2021 9:53 AM

76 We have really appreciated the leadership of the Town Council. Thank you! 3/2/2021 9:50 AM

77 I don't think the Promenade brought people to Frisco but it was cool for the people that were
here. If Frisco gets the same amount of people every year but funnels them all to spend
money at 20% of their businesses, what happens to the other 80%?

3/2/2021 9:46 AM

78 Do not put 5th Ave tables in front of Wyatt West. Move start of Promenade one block to the
east. This intersection is less congested and provides a better area to turn off Main Street

3/2/2021 9:45 AM

79 Thank you Frisco 3/2/2021 9:37 AM

80 I think the Promenade adds an ambiance to Frisco and is well done. 3/2/2021 9:25 AM

81 Thank you for asking for feedback! 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

82 we need traffic flow 3/2/2021 9:02 AM

83 Great idea to have a Promenade that reduces carbon pollution! 3/2/2021 8:56 AM

84 Please bring it back! 3/2/2021 8:53 AM

85 Outside of emailing this survey, I think town staff needs to visit every business along
Main/side streets. Restaurant and retail are likely big fans, but what about real estate agents,
sign stores, laundromat, vacuum repair, hotels, etc? 2020 forced a lot of quick decision
making. This year we have time to plan, and do it right if a majority wants it to happen.
PLEASE also consider all of the residents surrounding Main Street, within a four-to-five block
radius. It impacted us negatively, and we stayed away.

3/2/2021 8:48 AM

86 No 3/2/2021 8:22 AM

87 Thanks for being open to doing this again. 3/2/2021 7:36 AM

88 Again, it's the traffic diversion that really makes this not very appealing. If there was a way to
have both Granite and Galena handle the traffic, then it may work. Granite needs major

3/2/2021 7:20 AM
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improvements to be able to do this consistently. Sidewalks, more stop signs and better way to
control speeds.

89 How can Frisco use this as an opportunity for more family, kid engagement? Breckenridge has
done a great job of driving its locals out. Every event they host is to bring in tourists. Frisco
has also put their community first, though I feel that is shifting, most likely due to money.
Focus on your families again.

3/2/2021 6:53 AM

90 nope! 3/2/2021 6:29 AM

91 Thanks for asking! 3/2/2021 5:28 AM

92 Nope. That’s my two cents plus a few. 3/2/2021 1:30 AM

93 No 3/2/2021 12:14 AM

94 Enjoyed how much it seemed to help businesses and also patrons feeling safer 3/2/2021 12:05 AM

95 No 3/1/2021 11:30 PM

96 . 3/1/2021 11:04 PM

97 thank you for getting our input 3/1/2021 10:34 PM

98 Please consider ALL businesses on Main Street - not just those that serve food 3/1/2021 10:19 PM

99 Vaccine so we can be open again. 3/1/2021 10:17 PM

100 Thanks for all that the town of Frisco does to try to help businesses, seen and unseen, during
these times. It also meant a lot that the town tried to help staff the post office during their
covid outbreak.

3/1/2021 9:58 PM

101 It provided a solution for better social distancing when it was necessary. It hurt some
businesses while helping others.

3/1/2021 9:40 PM

102 Thank you for asking! So appreciate Frisco’s interest in feedback from residents and
businesses.

3/1/2021 9:33 PM

103 Love it! 3/1/2021 9:14 PM

104 Bring the BBQ fest back and please don’t entertain the idea of getting rid of it altogether, we
need these fun wholesome events and locals (a younger generation) very much look forward to
every year

3/1/2021 9:00 PM

105 Loved it. Don’t let Phillipe run this town. 3/1/2021 8:58 PM

106 Thanks for asking the questions. 3/1/2021 8:55 PM

107 I really did like it . Very family friendly 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

108 Tourist Info Kiosk 3/1/2021 8:54 PM

109 Could be more complicated with second phase of Hwy 9 construction 3/1/2021 8:53 PM

110 No 3/1/2021 8:41 PM

111 Nope. 3/1/2021 8:41 PM

112 None 3/1/2021 8:38 PM

113 I think it should be a yearly thing 3/1/2021 8:21 PM

114 No 3/1/2021 8:19 PM

115 No 3/1/2021 8:13 PM

116 I realize that diverting traffic to parallel streets might be annoying to the residents but closing
off downtown to vehicles is what Frisco needs to encourage people to stop and shop and enjoy
Frisco.

3/1/2021 8:06 PM

117 Incorporate art as much as possible. Perhaps another street mural this year. 3/1/2021 8:03 PM

118 . 3/1/2021 8:01 PM
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119 We must continue to live! Covid awareness is important. 3/1/2021 8:00 PM

120 Thanks so much for asking the community!! 3/1/2021 7:53 PM

121 None 3/1/2021 7:47 PM

122 Nine at this time 3/1/2021 7:45 PM

123 Can’t think of any 3/1/2021 7:34 PM

124 when i would walk from home to main street prior to the promenade i would have one sight in
mind. go there and then leave. during this past year, in spite of the covid issues, i found
myself hanging around main street enjoying the atmosphere. and then i spent more money at
businesses than i would previously. main street was fun.

3/1/2021 7:32 PM

125 I’m glad you allowed bicycles down the middle (unlike Breck). 3/1/2021 7:32 PM

126 We can’t be too safe this summer. We’re not out of the woods yet. Regardless, with or without
Covid, this should be a permanent summer event.

3/1/2021 7:28 PM

127 to be honest it was kind of cool, but kind of wasn't, need more atmosphere. but is totally
getting there. much better having it :)

3/1/2021 7:26 PM

128 Get rid of the winter parklets - failure that was easy to predict- maybe leave them for summer
instead of closing road but make business who use them reimburse town for the costs
associated with suppling

3/1/2021 7:25 PM

129 No 3/1/2021 7:17 PM

130 na 3/1/2021 7:16 PM

131 Loved the atmosphere it brought to main street 3/1/2021 7:15 PM

132 No 3/1/2021 7:08 PM

133 Thank you for asking! 3/1/2021 7:05 PM

134 Nope 3/1/2021 7:04 PM

135 So glad we are in Frisco! 😁 3/1/2021 7:00 PM

136 Keep up the great work. Frisco keeps getting cooler every year. 3/1/2021 6:58 PM

137 No 3/1/2021 6:57 PM

138 Yes, if there are businesses that feel "left out" because they are not in the actual physical
proximity of the Promenade, why not partner up with our neighbors in the community and ask
to distribute flyers, advertisements, poster space, coupons, business cards, etc. There are so
many ways for us all to come together and make it a big success for the entire community.

3/1/2021 6:54 PM

139 No 3/1/2021 6:53 PM

140 Na 3/1/2021 6:51 PM

141 Parking 3/1/2021 6:49 PM

142 No 3/1/2021 6:46 PM

143 Look to European city centers for inspiration 3/1/2021 6:45 PM

144 Get rid of all events on Main Street requiring closures. Let them use the Sabatini lot or look at
other areas, or even multiple staging around Town. I'd just rather all events go away. The Town
is ridiculously crowded as it is.

3/1/2021 6:44 PM

145 Let’s not allow council to cave to this because 3 restaurant owners are very vocal. They all got
multiple stimulus packages for their loss. Allow those that didn’t the opportunity to make a
living with a Main Street that we benefit from with vehicles and pedestrians on the sidewalks.
Thanks.

3/1/2021 6:43 PM

146 No 3/1/2021 6:43 PM

147 No 3/1/2021 6:41 PM
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148 ..if masks are mandatory, we desperately need more signage and patrol for quick response to
problem personalities.

3/1/2021 6:39 PM

149 If the restrictions and COVID cases are less restrictive at that time, is the promenade really
needed. Is this going to be a precedent to always close down main street during the busy
summer months???

3/1/2021 6:37 PM

150 It was a brilliant, long overdue change. I hope it returns 3/1/2021 6:37 PM

151 The pedestrian activity on the main street was wonderful, family-oriented, friendly, and great to
see. I think it really helped focus more on community - focus on the people.

3/1/2021 6:35 PM

152 Wouldn't it be great if we had a public parking garage and made the Promenade a full time
venue?

3/1/2021 6:33 PM

153 I hope it comes back!! 3/1/2021 6:33 PM

154 Thank you Town of Frisco for asking for feedback and for the Promenade last summer. 3/1/2021 6:32 PM

155 Town of Frisco rocks! 3/1/2021 3:48 PM


